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Abstract 
A recent survey has shown that there are approximately seventeen collections of classical antiquities in South 
African museums which fall into two main categories: museums attached to higher education institutions and 
public state museums. While these collections were once on display all but four of these collections are 
currently boxed-up and in storage. Furthermore the survey shows that the information pertaining to these 
collections is often lacking, unreliable or simply lost. It has been hypothesised that the disinterest in classical 
antiquities may have been as a result of the heritage transformation that took place in South Africa post-1994 
and that, as the promotion of South African heritage has become the primary focus, more of these “Eurocentric” 
collections are being placed in storage. Samantha Masters‟ NRF Thuthuka-funded project has as its primary 
goal to research, collect data and digitise all seventeen classical antiquities collections in an electronic database. 
Another goal is to ascertain whether the shift in heritage policy post-1994 may have had an effect on the display 
of these collections. As a component of the broader Thuthuka project, this thesis examines two collections of 
classical antiquities held at the Durban University of Technology (DUT) and the University of KwaZulu-Natal 
(UKZN), Museum of Classical Archaeology in Durban, in KwaZulu-Natal. It provides a digital solution for 
artefact conservation, preserving the data related to the artefacts and making this data accessible for future 
research. In addition, this thesis ascertains how these collections were acquired, and as a result, determines how 
and to what extent the journeys and histories of these two collections have been influenced by the shift in 
heritage policies. Contrary to the initial hypothesis, the examination of the history of these two Durban 
collections reveals that though other collections were affected by changes in heritage policy, neither of these 
collections was greatly influenced by heritage transformation in post-apartheid South Africa.     
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Abstrak  
„n Onlangse opname het aangetoon dat daar ongeveer sewentien versamelings van klassieke oudhede in Suid-
Afrikaanse museums bestaan. Hierdie versamelings val in twee hoofkategorieë: museums verbonde aan 
inrigtings vir hoër opvoeding en publieke staatsmuseums. Terwyl hierdie versamelings in die verlede uitgestal 
was, is almal behalwe vier van hierdie versamelings tans weggestoor. Verder toon die opname aan dat die 
inligting rakende hierdie uitstallings dikwels gebrekkig, onbetroubaarof bloot vermis word. Dit is veronderstel 
dat die min belangstelling in klassieke oudhede dalk die gevolg is van die erfenis-transformasie wat na 1994 in 
Suid-Afrika plaasgevind het, en dat, aangesien die bevordering van Suid-Afrikaanse erfenis die primêre fokus 
geword het, meer van hierdie “Eurosentriese” versamelings weggestoor word. Samantha Masters se NNS 
Thuthuka-befondsde projek se hoofdoelwit is om navorsing te doen, data te versamel en al sewentien 
versamelings van klassieke oudhede in „n elektroniese databasis te digitaliseer. Nog „n doelwit is om vas te stel 
of die verandering in erfenisbeleid na 1994‟n effek op die uitstalling van hierdie versamelings kon hê. As deel 
van die breër Thuthuka-projek, ondersoek hierdie projek twee versamelings van klassieke oudhede wat by die 
Durban Universiteit van Tegnologie (DUT) en die Universiteit van KwaZulu-Natal (UKZN) deur die Museum 
van Klassieke Argeologie in Durban, KwaZulu-Natal, gehuisves word. Dit voorsien „n digitale oplossing vir 
artefakbewaring deur die data rakende die artefakte te bewaar en hierdie data toeganklik vir toekomstige 
navorsing te maak. Bykomend stel hierdie tesis vas hoe hierdie versamelings bekom is, en gevolglik, tot watter 
mate die reise en geskiedenis van hierdie twee versamelings deur die verandering in erfenisbeleide beïnvloed 
word. In teenstelling met die aanvanklike hipoteses, onthul die studie van die geskiedenis van hierdie twee 
Durban-versamelings dat, alhoewel ander versamelings deur veranderinge in erfenisbeleid beïnvloed is, nie een 
van hierdie twee versamelings beduidend deur erfenis-transformasie in postapartheid Suid-Afrika beïnvloed is 
nie.  
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Rationale and background to the study 
A recent survey has shown that there are approximately seventeen collections of 
classical antiquities belonging to South African public and tertiary institution museums 
collected during the colonial and apartheid eras of the country‟s history (figure 1 in 
Masters forthcoming). Prior to the recent history of South Africa, these collections were 
displayed in their museums across the country and were accessible to museum visitors. 
The end of apartheid fostered a more determined promotion of South African heritage 
which was executed through various mediums such as the establishment of Heritage Day 
(24 September 1995); the Legacy Project (1997) and the National Heritage Resources 
Act (1999) whose aims were to celebrate and protect an inclusive South African history, 
and to commemorate the country‟s diverse heritage (Deacon 2010: 163; Galla 1999: 39).  
A: SA State Museum Collections B: SA University/Tertiary Institution  
Collections 
1. Iziko, Cape Town 
2. Albany Museum, 
Grahamstown 
3. Durban Art Gallery 
4. Durban Local History 
Museum 
5. Durban Natural History 
Museum 
6. Bayworld, Port Elizabeth  
7. Museum Africa, 
Johannesburg  
8. Ditsong, Pretoria 
9. SA Mint Museum, 
Johannesburg 
10. Classics Museum, Rhodes University, 
Grahamstown  
11. Dept. of Ancient Studies, Stellenbosch 
University 
12. Museum of Classical Archaeology, 
UKZN, Durban  
13. Dept. of Classics (formerly) UKZN 
Pietermaritzburg 
14. Durban University of Technology  
15. Dept. of Classics (formerly) Wits, 
Johannesburg 
16. Dept. of Archaeology (formerly) Wits 
17. J. A. van Tilburg Museum, University of 
Pretoria  
Figure 1: Collections of Classical antiquities in South Africa according to the Thuthuka Project: Collecting classical 
antiquities in South Africa: data, history and reception c. 1820-present. The asterisk () indicates collections that 
are still on display in their museums. 
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In their ability for cultural expression, museums were the ideal conduit to endorse this 
positive celebration of heritage and history (Galla 1999: 43). As a result post-1994 South 
Africa moved away from promoting a “Eurocentric” history in preference for an 
“Afrocentric” heritage in museums. By giving preference to local and recent history, 
many museums in South Africa currently exhibit various displays illustrating the 
struggles, journeys and accomplishments of the country and its people.  
This shift in focus has most likely also had an impact on collections of classical 
antiquities in various ways, contributing to their removal from museum spaces in some 
cases – of the 17 known collections, only 4 remain on display in their museums 
(indicated in figure 1 with an asterisk). There is also a general disinterest in record-
keeping and records associated with such objects.  
Consequently Samantha Masters‟ NRF Thuthuka-funded project Collecting classical 
antiquities in South Africa: data, history and reception c. 1820-present has, as its broad 
aim, to study the various collections, collecting data related to them and assessing their 
acquisitions histories and their statuses. Apart from her chapter, “Museum Space and 
Displacement: Collecting Classical Antiquities in South Africa” (Masters forthcoming), 
there are no other articles written on the nature of the South African collections as a 
group or individually. At best there have been articles in the local classical journals 
Scholia and Akroterion
1
 referring to specific artefacts in South African collections but 
these have been conducted from an art historical perspective and are object-focused, 
rather than being centred on collecting processes or the collections themselves.  
Since many of the artefacts were acquired before the age of digital databases, the 
information on these artefacts is, in many cases, in peril. It is often lacking, unreliable or 
lost and what little information there is in the records has yet to be converted to a 
reliable digital register, making it difficult to access the information. Furthermore, as 
past curators who were involved in the collections have mostly left these institutions, the 
anecdotal information about the journeys or histories of these collections are 
increasingly harder to track down.   
For these reasons, as a component of the larger Thuthuka project, this masters‟ project 
aims to present a comprehensive study of two collections of classical antiquities, both of 
                                               
1 Written by Professor E.A Mackay and Dr A.J Ryan. 
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which are situated in Durban. The first collection belongs to the University of KwaZulu-
Natal (UKZN)‟s Museum of Classical Archaeology and the second is the collection 
belonging to the Durban University of Technology (DUT). While the declining interest 
in classical antiquities in South African museums has made it more difficult to access 
some of the South African collections, this is not the case at the UKZN. Despite threats 
to the museum space this collection inhabits, it continues to be exhibited there. While 
accessible at the outset of this project, the collection owned by the DUT, is now no 
longer on display.  
1.2. Research problems, goals and hypothesis 
There are three primary research problems that are presented in the study. (1) Given the 
decreased interest in the antiquities and the poor state of the records relating to them, 
how can their data adequately be collected, preserved and made accessible for future 
research? (2) What are the individual histories of these two collections, i.e. how, when 
and why were they acquired? (3) How and to what extent have their histories and current 
statuses been influenced by ideology and heritage policies? Connected with this third 
problem is an additional question: Has the fact that the two Durban collections are 
connected to tertiary institutions influenced their current status (in comparison with 
state-owned collections)? 
Emerging from these questions are the following goals: The first is to document and 
record the antiquities collections from the UKZN and the DUT, and by doing so, provide 
a more easily accessible and reliable digital database of information pertaining to these 
antiquities. In creating a digital database using Filemaker Pro 12 the data will be 
preserved and available to current and future scholars. Secondly, by documenting these 
antiquities collections this thesis will be able to create narratives or “histories” of these 
objects and collections, which is important and useful to approach the third research 
question, as well as to the larger Thuthuka project‟s aims. Finally the  goal is to 
understand the role of ideology both in their collection during the eras of colonialism 
and apartheid, and also in their more recent relegation from the museum cases. Therefore 
one of the goals is to investigate whether their current status is a result of shifts in 
heritage policy and approach in post-1994 South Africa.  
The hypothesis of the broader Thuthuka project is that ideology has played a role both in 
the collection and current status of classical antiquities collections in South Africa. It is 
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considered that museums, acting as conduits through which ideology can be promoted or 
reflected, contributed to the construction of certain national identities during the colonial 
and apartheid eras; and that after the end of apartheid the complex nation-wide process 
of transformation had a significant impact on museum locales, and possibly on 
collections of classical antiquities, however, this “ideological” impact is difficult to 
assess, and has not necessarily affected all the collections to the same extent or in the 
same way. Therefore I will assess whether the two Durban collections have been 
affected, and to what extent by drawing a comparison with the Iziko Museums of Soiuth 
Africa collection in Cape Town.     
1.3. Thesis structure 
The thesis is structured in the following way. After this introductory chapter, Chapter 2 
provides a description of the methodologies and approach used in the three stages of the 
project, each of which corresponds to a research question: (1) the database design and 
data collection; (2) the construction of collection “histories”; and (3) the investigation of 
the ideological processes which may or may not have influenced the collections.  
Chapters 3-6 present the findings. Chapter 3 introduces the collections and presents a 
printed version of the database entries themselves. Chapter 4 describes the process as 
well as the results of the investigation into the histories of the two collections concluding 
with reconstructed timelines of the two collections up to the present day.  
Chapters 5-6 analyse the collections within the broader context of South African history. 
In Chapter 5 I look at the concept of Eurocentrism and its probable impact on the 
attitudes and collection of classical antiquities in Europe from the 14
th
-19
th
 centuries, the 
introduction of classics in South Africa during the colonial era, and the early role of 
South African museums and their collecting habits. Chapter 6 then moves on to 
investigate heritage and classics in the new South Africa with an emphasis on post-
apartheid heritage transformation and the issues surrounding this transformation. It 
investigates post-1994 changes in museum displays, including the two Durban 
collections and, as a point of comparison, the collection owned by Iziko Museums of 
South Africa (previously on display in the Cultural History Museum in Cape Town). 
Chapter 7 presents the results and conclusions of the study, including some comments on 
problems with heritage transformation and the future of classics in South Africa.    
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CHAPTER TWO 
METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 
This project can be divided into three main stages which correspond with the three key 
research questions: (1) choice of software, photography and data capture; (2) the study of 
various records in order to create histories for the collections and (3) the consideration of 
the broader ideological influence on the collection and fate of the collections. This 
chapter will outline the methods and approaches used during each phase. 
2.1 Stage 1: Capturing the information in a digital database 
The first stage involves the choice of database software and the active collection, 
photography and input of data for the collections at the UKZN and the DUT. In order to 
successfully catalogue these ancient artefacts in a digital database, it was important to 
physically visit these sites, and record the information. The first research question that 
was posed asks how the data that is related to the artefacts in these two Durban 
collections can adequately be described, preserved and made accessible for future 
research.  
The first challenge of capturing the data connected with these two Durban collections is 
that most of the artefacts were acquired before the age of digital registers. The records 
had, until this current project, yet to be converted to a reliable digital register or 
database, and so information on these collections has been available in hard copy only. 
This has limited the interest and access of the collections mainly to Durban and its 
surrounds, effectively restricting easy national and international access. Furthermore, the 
information on the collections is only partial, and in the case of the DUT, there is 
actually very little written information or records on the collections and artefacts at all. 
Furthermore the oral histories of the collections, i.e. information and knowledge which 
once belonged to curators or donors is in danger of being forgotten or lost, and again, in 
the case of the DUT, this has happened already to the point of becoming irretrievable. 
Lastly, in the case of the DUT the collection was boxed up and put into storage in 2013, 
sharing a similar fate to most classical antiquities collections throughout South Africa. As is 
the case for all antiquities collections in South Africa, the accessibility of the artefacts in 
this collection – especially to scholars – is limited for a number of reasons. These 
challenges of access to the artefacts and information of both collections demonstrated the 
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necessity of a digital database which could serve the dual purpose of preserving the 
records relating to these collections and artefacts, and making them more accessible.  
The process of moving away from hard copy databases to digital databases is a necessary 
step in the preservation of the classical antiquities collections housed at both the UKZN 
and the DUT. Capturing all of the surviving information in one database platform is an 
important way to preserve copious amounts of data in a single location.     
2.1.1 The digital database Filemaker Pro 12 
Databases are used in almost every working environment, and with the evolution from 
hardcopy databases to digital databases, information can now be updated, forwarded, 
stored and retrieved with relative ease. The primary function of a database is to 
document and store important information in a single location and, as a result, to 
preserve the information. The digital database program that was selected to complete the 
preservation of data phase for both the Thuthuka project as well as this masters‟ project 
is FileMaker Pro 12. This was chosen partially for financial reasons. Since the Thuthuka 
budget does not allow for the purchase of computer software, and the Ancient Studies 
Department at Stellenbosch University had already purchased the licence for the 
Filemaker Pro 12 software, its use on the project was financially viable.  
FileMaker Pro is a digital database platform used for easy documentation and analysis of 
important information. It is widely available: having shipped over 20 million copies of 
platform products as well as having more than 1 million FileMaker Go downloads, 
FileMaker is one of the most popular databases used worldwide, and is available in 15 
different languages (FileMaker, Inc., 2014). For computer savvy users, FileMaker Pro 12 
is a relatively easy database to learn to use for the first time. When the FileMaker Pro 12 
program has been opened, the first option it provides the user with is the choice between 
using a starter solution provided by the FileMaker Pro 12 software, converting 
information in an existing document to FileMaker Pro 12 or creating a new database 
from a plain template. Inexperienced users are therefore given an option of choosing a 
template that is best suited to them while experienced database users are presented with 
the option to customise a database to their specific needs. Nevertheless creating a 
customised or personalised template is not compulsory. As an alternative, users are 
presented with the choice of selecting one of 16 predesigned database templates created 
by the FileMaker Pro 12 program.  
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One of the bigger challenges when using this database is the creation of a customised 
database from a plain template as the required functions for the users‟ more specific 
needs become more advanced. Although it is quite challenging to set up a layout from a 
plain entry, once the layout has been created and customised accordingly, the data input 
process is fairly straight-forward. For the purpose of this project, it was imperative that 
the database format is created from a plain template in order to control what information 
would be added into the database and how it should be displayed.  
As with all computer programs, users who wish to view the entries in the original 
database format need the appropriate software to access it. As an alternate option 
FileMaker Pro 12 enables users to export information into an Excel spreadsheet, making 
it accessible even for those who do not possess the FileMaker Pro 12 software. 
Unfortunately, a disadvantage of this exportation of information is the loss of all images 
from the original FileMaker Pro 12 record.  
The FileMaker program is available on almost all devices as FileMaker Pro for Windows 
and Mac users and FileMaker Go for Apple iPhone and iPad
2
 (FileMaker, Inc., 2014). In 
addition, as with most database programs, FileMaker provides the option to sort or find the 
documented information by any customised category which would make it easier when 
searching for a specific accession number or type, for example. FileMaker Pro 12 offers the 
option to view all of the artefacts along with their images concurrently; although, as 
previously mentioned, users who do not possess the correct software would have to use an 
exported Excel version (which excludes all images) to access the information. FileMaker Pro 
does have a few small disadvantages such as the database saving and overwriting 
information after every change; having no “undo” button (which makes deleting an entry 
by accident a permanent mistake); no zoom option for the images and software which is 
costly; but the advantages of being able to use the database with relative ease coupled 
with all the internal software advantages (such as exporting, specified searching and 
personal customisation) made FileMaker Pro 12 the ideal candidate for the digitisation of 
the classical antiquities collections from Durban.   
Although FileMaker Pro 12 is an undeniably complex program to fully comprehend, it is 
relatively easy to learn the basics of this digital database. As this project would present 
such diverse information on each individual artefact it was necessary to create and 
                                               
2 To date, FileMaker has not yet been made available for android device users, although there are methods that 
can be used to view the information on android devices. 
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customise a specific database that would enable the documentation of every piece of 
information that was collected. In the desire to maintain and display all the information 
that was collected, a pre-existing template (which was specifically used for documenting 
ancient collections) from the Department of Ancient Cultures at Stellenbosch University was 
selected and modified for the purpose of this project. 
2.1.2 The customised database: The selected categories 
Fairly plain in its layout, the customised database format was designed to display all of 
the available information pertaining to the artefacts on one single page. Illustrated in 
figure 2 below, the database layout displays 20 different information categories in a 
single entry or page.  
 
Figure 2: Blank database page illustrating each named category in the layout.  
At the top of the database pages are three headings that present information concerning 
the culture, the collection and the museum number of each artefact. Rather self-
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explanatory, the middle category labelled collection refers specifically to the collection 
to which the artefacts currently belong, either permanently or as loaned items. For 
example, artefacts from the two Durban collections would either be categorised as 
belonging to the DUT or the UKZN, in other words, the institution to which the artefacts 
belong as opposed to the DUT art gallery or the UKZN Museum of Classical 
Archaeology. The category on the left of the collection category consists of a dropdown 
list referring (where applicable) to the ancient civilisation or culture from which the 
artefacts originate. The list includes the ancient Egyptian, Greek, Roman and Etruscan 
cultures.  
The third category refers to a museum or an accession number that each artefact should 
have been given when acquired. In the case of the UKZN the accession numbers were 
generated using the year the museum received the artefact and its number in the 
sequence of artefacts that were added to the museum‟s collection that year. For example, 
a Roman glass globular jug from the UKZN collection was collected in 1980 and it was 
the fourth object added to the museum‟s collection; therefore its accession number is 
1980.4 (Filemaker entry 93). The accession numbers belonging to the DUT‟s collection 
were generated using the year of donation followed by another number, the rationale for 
which is currently unknown. In some cases artefacts were found with no accession 
numbers which posed a challenge when attempting to link the correct information to the 
artefact or when cataloguing all the information pertaining to that specific artefact.  
Beneath the accession/museum number the following four categories were created 
specifically for displaying the external characteristics or circumstances of acquisition for 
each artefact. These are the current location or status, the acquisition method, the 
acquisition date and the notes categories. Immediately below the museum number which 
is at the top of the database page is the category that affirms the current location or 
status of the artefacts. The function of this category is to make it easier to search for and 
inquire about specific collections and artefacts. As the larger Thuthuka project will 
ultimately include all classical antiquities collections within South Africa in a single 
database, this category will be imperative in guiding all future investigations into any of 
the collections. The status of the artefacts refers to whether the objects are in storage or 
on display at a specific location: this has relevance to this masters‟ project as well as to 
the larger Thuthuka project‟s assessment of the histories of the various collections. The 
following category refers to the acquisition method of the artefacts. This category 
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displays four methods of acquisition in a dropdown list: bequeathed; purchased; donated 
or loaned – again, this is important information to be used in understanding the 
collection practices through which the various museums acquired their classical 
artefacts.  
The third category in the group displays the acquisition date of each artefact. In some 
cases, artefacts could have a confirmed acquisition date to be found in either the register 
or in other personal notes. The DUT‟s entire collection was bequeathed in 1948 and 
accessioned in 1994 yet the exact day and month of donation or accession is unknown. 
Conversely, at the UKZN several artefacts that were catalogued in the register have a 
specific acquisition day, month and year for when they were officially added to the 
museum‟s collection. Specific to this collection, in the cases where there were no 
confirmed acquisition dates, the accession number (specifically the year in the accession 
number) was assumed to represent the correct year of purchase, donation, loan or 
bequest. Additionally these dates make it possible to calculate the length of time each 
collection or artefact has been at its current location. Both the acquisition method and the 
acquisition date categories were added to the database in order to enable the journeys 
and histories of the artefacts to be traced.  
The fourth and final category in this section, entitled notes, elaborates on the three 
aforementioned categories. Where the information existed, the notes references the 
person or company associated with the artefacts; it documents whether the bequests and 
donations were public or private; and it also confirms the origin of the loaned items. At 
the Museum of Classical Archaeology at the UKZN, the loaned items came from several 
sources namely the Natural History Museum, the Local History Museum, Natural 
Science Museum, the DUT art gallery and the Durban Art Museum as well as several 
private loans. In addition, the notes section occasionally comments on the current 
condition of the artefact as to whether it is chipped, fragmented or faded in colour, and 
in the case of the UKZN collection, where applicable, the original registration or asset 
number.   
Immediately below the collection category are three categories that direct their focus 
towards the provenance and original history of the artefact. Rather self-explanatory in 
name these categories refer to the place of origin of the artefact; the period from which 
the artefacts come and the approximate date of the artefact. For example, as depicted 
below, the Athenian pelike (figure 3) originates from Athens circa 350-325BC in the 
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Late Classical Period
3
 while the lebes gamikos (figure 4) originates from Apulia circa 
290-280 BC. Although these two examples differ vastly in these three categories, the 
origin, period and dating places an artefact not only within a geographic location but 
also within a specific time period. As a result, a variety of artefacts from similar regions 
or during similar time periods can be analysed together with relative ease.  
 
 
 
 
                                               
3 This information was provided by the description card in case 1 for artefact 1983.8. 
Figure 3: Athenian red-figure pelike (UKZN Museum of Classical Archaeology: 1983.8), # 99 in the database. 
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The following category lists the specific nature of the artefact and thereby provides some 
background information as to the function of the object. This information was divided 
into two separate categories of type and sub-type. The type category illustrates the larger 
and more common category that the artefact would form part of. For example, figures 3 
and 4 both fall under the more general object type “vases” which originate from the 
Graeco-Roman world. The sub-type category represents a more specific group type or 
shape to which an artefact belongs. Once more in the case of figure 3, the sub-type that 
this artefact falls under is the pelike while figure 4 falls under the sub-type lebes 
gamikos. Knowing both the type and sub-type of an artefact will make it easier for 
researchers to search for and compare vases of the same sub-type. 
Figure 4: Lebes gamikos (UKZN Museum of Classical Archaeology: 1996.42), # 119 in the database. 
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The next group of categories demonstrate the technique used on the artefact, the material 
that the artefact is made from, the artist attributed with creating the artefact (if available) 
and the object‟s dimensions. The artist category is applicable predominantly to pottery 
from the type “vases” as these objects occasionally boast an artist‟s name or a potter‟s 
signature. The artist category could also reflect a modern term given for a particular 
group of assumed potters or painters. For example, in figure 3 the painted decoration on 
this pelike has been attributed stylistically to an artist named the “Amazon Painter”; and 
in figure 4 the vase has been attributed to a particular group of artists known in modern 
terms as the “Alexandria Group”. The artist therefore refers to a theme in figure 3 and 
persons in figure 4.  
The technique category is not necessarily applicable to all artefacts, but in the case of 
pottery for example, it can be used to document the style of painted decoration applied to 
Figure 5: Group 1: Athenian black-figure band-cup (Museum of Classical Archaeology: 1976.1) circa 550BC, # 90 in database.  
                Group 2: Athenian red-figure kylix (Museum of Classical Archaeology: 1982.7) circa 480BC, # 97 in database. 
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the artefact. Greek vases for example, may be decorated with the popular black-figure or 
red-figure techniques, or found to occasionally boast white ground techniques. This 
category grants researchers the opportunity to compare the different styles or techniques 
but also allows them to be able to search for and study all examples of a particular 
technique in a collection.  
The following category entitled material reflects the substance from which each artefact 
is made since this is not necessarily self-evident through photography or association with 
a particular object‟s form or shape. This category will help create an accurate 
understanding of how the artefact would feel by touch and by weight even when it 
cannot be physically touched or held. For example, knowing that a vase is made from 
terracotta or that a mirror is made from silver will immediately create an understanding 
of each of the object‟s approximate weight and physical feeling. To know the material 
from which an artefact has been made could also offer insight into the authenticity of a 
specific object as imitations were often made of cheaper material. Additionally, as 
popular and expensive materials were typically used by the wealthier citizens and the 
more common materials were typically used by the poorer citizens, identifying the 
material of a certain artefact could also reveal information concerning the specific class 
to which the owner of the artefact belonged. 
As photographs do not necessarily accurately display the size of an artefact in relation to 
a contemporary object by way of a single image, the category dimensions was added to 
the database. The dimensions that have been recorded in the database were pre-existing 
measurements that were found in the records which reflect the height, the length and the 
diameter (of the body, foot and/or lip) of the artefact. Recorded measurements were 
found for the DUT collection and although these records are useful, the artefacts are not 
clearly differentiated from each other and in the rough hand-written artefact list the 
measurements do not specify which dimensions have specifically been measured. In 
addition, the existing list records the measurements of only 26 artefacts while currently 
the collection at DUT consists of 34 artefacts. A small number of artefacts from the 
UKZN collection, too, have measurements recorded in the hard-copy register; yet unlike 
the DUT collection, where there were measurements they specifically mention which 
artefact and dimension they are referring to. In most cases, however, the collection at the 
UKZN museum lack measurements for the artefacts and regrettably the UKZN collection 
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is too large to attempt to measure each individual object and fragment within the scope 
of this project. This remains an eventual goal of the larger digitisation project.   
Placed at the bottom of the database page is the bibliography category which records the 
sources that were referenced when gathering information for the objects and includes any 
publications related to an artefact. Some artefacts have been published in academic 
journals such as Akroterion and Scholia by Dr A.J. Ryan and Professor E.A. Mackay; 
however, these publications are only applicable to a small group of artefacts belonging to 
the collection at the Museum of Classical Archaeology. In addition, virtually all of the 
artefacts that are on display at the UKZN are exhibited with information cards. These 
information cards are especially detailed on the type, the sub-type, the decoration and 
time period of an artefact, and they were pivotal components of the description 
categories and were therefore added to the reference list. The collection at the DUT has 
not, to my knowledge, been published in any academic journals and although it has also 
been exhibited with small information cards, they are not nearly as detailed and are 
therefore not as informative
4
.  
The final three categories are descriptive categories. These categories reflect information 
on the description and the object function, and present additional information to consider 
when viewing the image. The description category describes the scenes, the patterns and the 
colours on the artefact, and directs attention to the artefact‟s features. For example in figure 3, 
the description category addresses the decoration on the exterior of the artefact, describing 
the characters on the vase (the Amazon, the griffon and the two youths) and additionally 
references the physical condition of the artefact. In addition to the general description 
category is the object function category. This category is designed to create a link to the 
ancient world by explaining the purpose of the artefact. The object-function category intends 
to explain the function, the usefulness and the history of the artefact by answering questions 
that can relate the object back to the ancient world. In the case of figure 3, this category 
informs the viewer that the Athenian red-figure pelike was an amphora with a 
characteristically sagging belly and a narrow neck, the function of which was to hold wine.  
The final category that completes the database is the images category. When creating a digital 
database, images provide important visual information that operates in conjunction with the 
text descriptions. In the top left hand corner of the database page is a medium-sized block 
                                               
4 The cards that accompany the collection at the DUT were written by Anne Mackay, former curator at the 
Museum of Classical Archaeology.  
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that was created specifically for the addition of photographs and images. Though it was a 
goal to present all of the collected information on a single entry sheet, since there are often 
multiple photographs of the same artefact, this was not possible for the image category. 
Nevertheless, as FileMaker Pro 12 offers the user the ability to change the database layout 
from “objects” to “images” only it is possible to view multiple images simultaneously; as a 
result all of the photographs that illustrate the artefact from different angles could be included 
in the database even though they do not all reflect on the primary page.  
All photographs were taken in colour in order to show more accurately the colours, the 
different painting techniques and materials of each artefact, and as a result, they also 
represent the artefact in its current condition as accurately as possible. As the broader 
Thuthuka project‟s aims are to ultimately digitise all classical antiquities collections in South 
Africa, it is imperative that all images in the database be edited. The editing process involved 
cropping and resizing all of the photographs as keeping them in their original size would 
result in the database becoming too full or “heavy” in megabytes and possibly even gigabytes 
of information. When the database can no longer support the size of the database file, it 
becomes sluggish and as a result would make it difficult and time-consuming to open, to edit 
and to forward any catalogued information which would counter the main aim of the 
Thuthuka project.  
2.1.3 Data capture and photography 
After selecting the database software and setting up the database template, the following 
step was to begin the photography and digitisation process of the artefacts housed at the 
DUT and the UKZN. This would necessitate an active and physical involvement with the 
collections and the curators. The process involved visiting the collections on several 
research visits to Durban in 2013, during which time the artefacts were photographed 
and examined. The cameras used for the photography section of the project were a 
Canon 450D with an 18-55mm lens and a Canon 550D with a standard lens. All 
available documentation was examined, including acquisition registers, information 
cards, notes, letters, emails and Scholia and Akroterion articles in order to obtain as 
much information on the artefacts for the database as possible.  
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2.2 Stage 2: constructing a history for the collections 
The second stage of the project – to investigate the histories of the two collections – 
requires coming to terms with the acquisition practices and history of the DUT and the 
UKZN collections, specifically investigating how, when and for what purpose these 
collections were obtained. The methodology for this stage also required the collection of 
data on active visits made to the two sites. This data included the records that were 
consulted in order to complete the database as listed above. More specifically, in the case 
of the DUT collection, the most useful data was acquired through the study of minutes, 
memoranda, emails and personal correspondence associated with the artefacts dating 
from 1984-2013, whereas for the UKZN collection, the Museum of Classical 
Archaeology Acquisitions and Loans Register and the Scholia and Akroterion articles 
were most informative. The process involved the analysis of the gathered information 
through producing a timeline of acquisitions.  
2.3 Stage 3: the role of ideology and heritage policy 
The third and final stage of the research project requires a consideration of the broader 
historical content in order to briefly investigate the possible influence that heritage 
policy had on the journeys and current status of the ancient artefacts. In order to assess 
whether the antiquities collections in Durban have been affected by ideology and 
changes in heritage policy the final stage explores the reception of classical antiquities in 
South Africa investigating these two collections within the context of colonial, apartheid 
and post-transformation South Africa. This final stage is introduced by exploring the 
dominant European ideal and Eurocentric ideologies in the interest of ascertaining the 
identities and interests of the early colonialists. This draws attention to the interest in 
classics in Europe and how the South African relationship with classics developed as a 
result of colonialism (which ultimately resulted in the establishment of colonial 
museums in South Africa). By establishing that the dominant ideology was European 
during colonial and apartheid South Africa, and that post-1994 there was an ideological 
shift from Eurocentrism to Afrocentrism, this section will consider how heritage 
transformation affected South African colonial museums and what they displayed. With 
specific focus on the museums‟ antiquities collections, the DUT and the UKZN 
collections of classical antiquities can therefore be investigated in relation to heritage 
policies post-transformation. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
FINDINGS: THE DATABASE 
The results of the compilation of the digital database of classical artefacts from the DUT 
and the UKZN are presented in this chapter. In 2013 I travelled to Durban to visit the 
collections at the housing sites of both the DUT and the UKZN on several occasions. 
The main purpose of the visits was to gather the data and to take photographs of the 
artefacts for the database, and also to interview staff members and locate documents that 
would be useful for the second stage of the project: the construction of histories for the 
collections. Much of the data capturing happened when I returned to Stellenbosch and 
had time to carefully work through the data and systematically add it to the Filemaker 
Pro 12 database.  
3.1 Database PDFs: the Durban University of Technology
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3.2 Database PDFs: the University of Kwazulu-Natal  
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CHAPTER FOUR 
FINDINGS: CONSTRUCTING HISTORIES OF THE 
COLLECTIONS 
 
4.1 A: The Durban University Of Technology 
4.1.1 Background 
Before outlining the collection‟s history it is worth giving some background information 
on the institution to which each collection belongs. The DUT was originally two separate 
tertiary institutions: the Technikon Natal and the ML Sultan Technikon. The ML Sultan 
Technikon had its origins in the fact that in 1927 the Indian population of Durban, 
specifically those who lacked educational qualifications, were threatened with 
repatriation (DUT 2008: 4). As a result the demand for a tertiary institution that would 
accept the Indian population became prominent and in 1946 the newly constructed ML 
Sultan Technical College was approved and acknowledged as a Higher Education 
institution (DUT 2008: 4). The ML Sultan Technical College would aim at educating the 
Indian population with classes in book-keeping, type-writing and commerce, ultimately 
providing them with both commercial and technical skills (DUT 2008: 4). In 1969 the 
ML Sultan Technical College became an Advanced Technical Education College (DUT 
2008: 5-7) and by 1979 its title had evolved from that of a “college” to a “technikon”; 
and the technikon officially became a fully-fledged tertiary institution in 1984. In 1993 
the new Technikon Act granted the ability for Technikons to award degrees (DUT 2008: 
6).   
The Technikon Natal was an older institution, founded in 1907 by Dr Samuel George 
Campbell as the Durban Technical Institute (DTI). The DTI offered a range of course 
subjects in trade, engineering, commerce, medicine, agriculture and leisure which 
included (but was not limited to) courses in Botany, Zoology, English, History, Latin, 
Mathematics and metal work (DUT n.d). In 1909 the Department of Domestic Science 
was opened; and by 1960 the popular Art School offered subjects in Drawing, Graphic 
Art, Painting and Sculpture and Ceramics (DUT n.d). In 1915 it was renamed the Durban 
Technical College; and in 1923 that name was changed again to the Natal Technical 
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College (Guest 2010: 68)
5
. In 1979 the college underwent another name change to 
become the Technikon Natal (DUT 2008: 13). In 2001-2002, the Minister of Education 
declared plans for the merging of higher education institutions to reduce university 
numbers in South Africa (Jackson 2006). By 2002 the ML Sultan Technikon and the 
Technikon Natal had officially merged to form the Durban Institute of Technology, 
which was subsequently renamed the Durban University of Technology as it is known 
today (DUT 2008: 15). At present the DUT consists of 6 faculties, namely: Accounting 
and Informatics; Engineering and the Built Environment, Arts and Design; Applied 
Science, Management Sciences and Health Sciences which are spread over the 6 
campuses (DUT 2015).  
The antiquities collection owned by the DUT originally belonged to the Technikon Natal 
although not to any specific academic department at the institution. Instead it belonged 
to the university art gallery and was on display in the Alan Pittendrigh Library at the 
DUT when I visited the university in 2013.  
4.1.2 Locating the collection 
I visited the Alan Pittendrigh Library at the Steve Biko campus, where I had been 
informed prior to the visit that the collection of classical antiquities was housed. Before 
meeting with the curator of the campus art gallery, Miss Francesca Verga, I was given 
access to the library and went to look for the university‟s antiquities collection. Upon 
entering the library I immediately searched for the collection but could not locate it. A 
librarian pointed the display case out to me and I realised that I had looked past it several 
times without having seen it. Almost directly in front of the entrance, next to a student 
seating area stood one long rectangular glass case. The transparent case displayed the 34 
artefacts together with only a handful of description cards. Although small, the collection 
consists of a variety of ancient artefacts including lamps, terracotta figurine heads, small 
terracotta containers, glass flasks and assorted courseware.  
After having looked closely at the collection, I sat at the seating area and observed the 
staff and students‟ behaviour towards the artefacts and the display case. During my time 
of observation not a single person had so much as shown an interest in or glanced at the 
collection. Their reaction (or rather their lack of reaction) could be due to a number of 
possible reasons including either a personal disinterest in ancient history, the 
                                               
5 The antiquities collection was presented to the Natal Technical College in 1948.  
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unimpressive size or variety of the collection, or the over-familiarity through seeing the 
artefacts every day. 
Additionally, I noted that the display case itself does not, in my opinion, contribute 
positively towards highlighting the collection (figure 6 below)
6
. In failing to attract 
passers-by, the faded yellow rectangular glass case exhibited no assorted bright colours 
inside, and no photographs or images demonstrating the original function of the artefacts 
had been added to the display. Adding colour and photographs to the display would 
make it more striking and therefore more noticeable while the addition of images would 
create a visual link from the present to the ancient world. Furthermore a handful of 
information cards, which had been placed rather haphazardly in the case, had fallen over 
and were therefore unreadable when viewing from the outside. While the lack of interest 
is disheartening, it is understandable that students who are uninformed about the history 
of the artefacts would not necessarily understand or appreciate the significance of the 
collection.  
That same afternoon I met with Miss Verga, curator of the DUT art gallery since July 
2011 and who was responsible for the classical antiquities collection. We briefly 
discussed the collection prior to the photography process where Miss Verga admitted 
that information pertaining to the history of the collection is lacking; and that as she had 
only been acting curator a short while she was not made aware of any catalogued 
information in the gallery on the antiquities. She allowed me to photograph the 
collection outside of its glass case and in the secure environment of the art gallery. The 
photography process for this small collection in optimum conditions took approximately 
two days. Once the photography stage was complete, the biggest challenge that we faced 
was searching for documentation containing any information referring to this collection. 
Apart from the small information cards in the display case we could initially find almost 
no additional information on the collection. 
Finally after days of searching through the office files, boxes and notes we managed to 
find some meeting minutes and personal correspondence emails that referred to the 
collection.  
 
                                               
6 Figure 6 depicts the display case without the artefacts as the collection had already been removed for the 
photography process. The description that follows however describes the case while the artefacts were still on 
display.  
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4.1.3 Creating a history for the collection 
The following step in the process was the analysis of information and the attempt to fill 
in the information gaps in order to create a history of the collection. This became a 
lengthy investigative process. As previously mentioned there were few records relating 
to the antiquities collection at the DUT, and specifically, there were no official records 
for the acquisitions of any of the artefacts. Some information was obtained through 
investigating the minutes of meetings belonging to the art gallery which spanned from as 
early as 1984 until 1998. While these minutes provided valuable information, the larger 
gaps of information could not be entirely filled. Information on the type, the authenticity, 
the origin, the date of creation as well as the date of discovery of the artefacts was either 
lost or nonexistent. To date there are no known publications relating to this specific 
collection or even individual artefacts from the collection. Miss Verga provided valuable 
information to help piece together the somewhat haphazard history of the artefacts. A 
combination of the gallery minutes, memoranda and the curator‟s vague institutional 
Figure 6: The triangular glass display case at a student seating area in the Alan Pittendrigh library (the artefacts 
have been removed). 
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knowledge of the collection enabled me to create a rough timeline of the history and 
journey of this collection at the university.  
4.1.4 Results: The nature of the collection 
At present the collection of 34 artefacts at the DUT consists of a variety of lamps, 
figurines (heads and torsos), coarse ware bowls, plates and flasks, glass flasks, and 
miniature storage jars of varying sizes.  
4.1.5 Results: History, journey and current status of the collection 
Prior to my first visit the collection was on display in a glass case in the Alan Pittendrigh 
library in the Cecil Renaud Theatre building on the Steve Biko campus with small 
information cards very briefly describing each artefact. Although these cards did 
describe the artefacts, the descriptions focused on the artefacts as groups (such as 
“lamps” and “figurines”) and did not attempt to describe each object individually. At the 
onset of the research of this collection, besides these information cards there was hardly 
any official documentation pertaining to the history of the collection in the records of the 
art gallery.  
The sources that I later discovered on my visits to the DUT and which I have used to 
construct the history and journey of the collection are minutes, memoranda and private 
emails from a variety of individuals who were involved with the university at various 
times. Although these documents were useful sources, they were unable to completely 
fill in the gaps in the journey of the collection.  
4.1.6 Reconstructing the past through documentation: 1984 
The earliest correspondence that makes reference to the classical antiquities collection 
dates to 1984 and consists mainly of hand-written inter-departmental memoranda. On the 
8
th
 of February Mr Dan Cook (from the Department of Drawing and Art History of the 
Technikon Natal) wrote a letter addressed to Mr H.C. du Toit (from the Department of 
Sculpture and Ceramics) concerning the collection stating that he wishes to draw 
attention to the ancient Greek and Roman ceramics and glassware that the university 
possesses (Cook 1984). Mr Cook goes on to state that the collection was “presented [in 
1948] to the then School of Art and Crafts of the Natal Technical College by John 
Corrigan, American consulate” who had acquired the collection while stationed in 
Turkey, these being recovered from the ruins of the cities of Sardis, Halicarnassus, 
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Ephesus and Pergamum (Cook 1984). The exact manner that Corrigan acquired the 
collection is unknown. The traceable journey of the DUT‟s classical antiquities 
collection therefore commences in 1948. 
Even though the collection was donated in 1948 this is the first mention of the donor 
John Corrigan in any of the university documentation that was available to me. There are 
no extant records relating to the 36 years between the initial donation of the collection 
and Cook‟s memorandum regarding the artefacts. Cook mentions that the artefacts had 
been exhibited in a glass case in the foyer of the old Art School but were currently in 
storage in the Ceramics Department. Additionally, in this memorandum Mr Cook lists 
the 26 artefacts that are in the collection together with their measurements.  As can be 
seen in figure 7 (below) the artefacts that are listed in this memorandum have been given 
ambiguous and vague descriptions referring simply to “urn”, “decorated seal” or 
“bottle”. Although the listed artefacts are accompanied by measurements in millimetres 
these measurements were not added to the database as the artefacts could not be linked to 
these indistinct descriptions.  
Being of some value to the university, Mr Cook then suggests that either a more secure 
storage facility be allocated for the artefacts and, since the collection may be of interest 
to the “History students in Ceramics, the History of Art and the History of Interior 
Design students, as well as all Foundation courses” that the collection be housed in an 
appropriate glass display case in a central student area (Cook 1984). In his final request 
he suggests that a proper inventory be taken of the collection and emphasises the 
importance of the artefacts to the university as the collection “could form the nucleus of 
a museum incorporating such items as the reproduction of the Rosetta Stone currently 
housed in the library” (Cook 1984). To conclude, Mr Cook offers his services to organise 
and evaluate the artefacts as well as to act as curator of the future displayed collection. 
At this time the collection is neither accessioned nor documented in any official 
inventory according to existing documents that were made available to me. The next 
stage of its traceable journey therefore commences from boxes in storage in 1984.  
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Figure 7: Rough hand-written memorandum including an inventory of the classical antiquities collection at the 
DUT by Mr Dan Cook (1984). 
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Mr H.R Dent
7
 (the Chairman and Convenor of Art Works Acquisitions Committee) 
responded to Mr Cook stating that he gratefully accepts his offer to “draw up the 
necessary inventory and arrange for its evaluation” and that he has taken the suggestion 
of a more secure location or the establishment of a museum into consideration (Dent 
1984). No further correspondence in 1984 that specifically refers to the collection, the 
occupation of curator, purchase of a secure display case or the prospective installation of 
a university-associated museum could be found.   
4.1.7 The correspondence: 1986 
The following correspondence occurred two years later in August 1986 when Mr H.C. du 
Toit wrote to numerous individuals at the university stating that two artefacts namely a 
Chinese saucer dish and a Thai ceramic box would make an excellent addition to the pre-
existing antique Graeco-Roman ceramic collection (Du Toit 1986). This is the only 
existing correspondence in 1986 that makes reference to the collection. While this 
memorandum is not particularly informative it does draw attention to the fact that the 
collection has not been forgotten, and the desire to expand on it (with items from 
different cultures) is indeed a present thought. The location and status of the Graeco-
Roman collection at this time is unknown.  
4.1.8 The Art Acquisition Committee meeting minutes: 1988 
The next possible reference to the collection is from meeting minutes for the Art 
Acquisition Committee held on 27 July 1988. In this meeting Mr du Toit (the chairman) 
states that he has received the “Professional Standards for Accreditation” of the new 
permanent gallery as well as a document that specifies the standards of staffing and 
upkeep as per the South African Museums Association regulations (Du Toit 1988). 
Although there is no specific reference to the inauguration of the art gallery it can be 
deduced from these minutes that the gallery was established in or around 1988 due to the 
fact that the Art Acquisitions Committee had received the accreditation documents 
specified for the gallery. In addition to the standards of accreditation Mr du Toit then 
addresses the need to employ a curator in order to meet the requirements of the 
regulations for gallery staffing (Du Toit 1988). It was decided that due to the precarious 
                                               
7 The inter-department memorandum 08.02.84 addressed to Mr H.C du Toit (Department of Sculpture and 
Ceramics) was forwarded to Mr H.R Dent (Chairman and Convenor of Art Works Acquisitions Committee). 
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financial situation of the Technikon at this time the committee would have to seek 
outside sources to support the creation of a new post of curator (Du Toit 1988). Although 
the correspondence of 1988 does not specifically reference the antiquities collection, it 
provides insight into the development of the art gallery locale which would eventually 
take responsibility for the collection, and as a result it offers some insight into the future 
of the classical antiquities.   
4.1.9 The correspondence and Art Gallery Committee meeting minutes: 1990 
Two years later in 1990 an inter-departmental memorandum written by Mr B Maritz (the 
then acting curator of the art gallery) to Mr du Toit specifically addresses the classical 
antiquities collection stating that currently the collection is in the care of Professor Anne 
Mackay from the Classics Department at the University of Natal, Durban (Maritz 
1990a)
8
. The exact date and reason that the collection was loaned to the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology is unknown although from the correspondence it can be deduced 
that it was loaned between 1988 and 1990. Mr Maritz states that he has attempted to 
contact Professor Mackay (for reasons unknown) with regards to the collection, however, 
she is on sabbatical until 1991 and he was assured that the collection is stored safely at 
the university (Maritz 1990a). A second memorandum was sent to Mr du Toit (from Mr 
Harrison from the Assets Department) and expresses the desire to record the collect ion 
appropriately in an asset register (Harrison 1990). Until this point the only 
documentation that lists the collection was still, it seems, the rough inventory (hand-
written) by Mr Cook in 1984, and therefore the need to officially record the collection 
(which by this point had been part of the Technikon for 40 years) had probably become 
more urgent for the preservation of the information related to these artefacts. It is 
therefore assumed that the reason for contacting Professor Mackay is indeed to request 
her help in identifying the artefacts and for the hope of officially recording the collection 
into the Technikon‟s asset register. It is then reiterated by Mr Maritz that Professor 
Mackay is away until 1991 and as a result the antiquities cannot be recorded until either 
she has returned herself or the collection is retrieved from the museum (Maritz 1990b).  
Later that year at an Art Gallery Committee meeting, held on the 7
th
 of December, the 
hope to house the ancient artefacts in a small antiquities section at the Technikon 
becomes prominent; it is also stated in these minutes that this matter would be further 
discussed when Professor Mackay returns from her sabbatical (Technikon Natal Art 
                                               
8 The University of Natal, Durban is now the University of KwaZulu-Natal.  
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Gallery Meeting Minutes 1990). At this point in the journey, the status of the collection 
is that it was well cared for and protected while under the care of the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology at the University of Natal Durban (UND). As there is evidence of 
constant inquiry about the collection coupled with the hope of finding a suitable location 
for the display on the Technikon premises, it illustrates that the collection is not 
discarded even though it is no longer on the Technikon grounds, that the value of the 
collection is noted and that there exists a relatively urgent desire to officially place it in 
the records.   
4.1.10 The correspondence: 1991 
By May 1991 the collection had still not been added to the asset register as a second 
request to enter the collection into an official asset register is made by Mr Harrison to 
Mr du Toit (Harrison 1991). Hand written at the top of the memorandum is a note to 
Frances (van Melsen)
9
 asking her to contact Professor Mackay at the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology and inquire about the current status of the collection. Therefore at 
this time the classical antiquities collection still remained on loan and in the temporary 
possession of the Museum of Classical Archaeology.  
On the 21
st
 May 1991 Professor Mackay responded to Mrs van Melsen stating that she 
has enclosed an inventory list of the ancient collection that is currently on loan to the 
Museum of Classical Archaeology by the Technikon Natal (Mackay 1991). It is therefore 
only in May 1991 that an official inventory of the classical antiquities collection had 
been formulated for the first time. The list consists of 35 loaned artefacts that are 
described by Professor Mackay in one sentence each, and which were recorded with 
accession numbers, for example L.1989.J.1-35, that were created by the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology (Mackay 1991). Included next to each artefact and at the end of 
the list is an approximate value in pounds sterling for the collection. Professor Mackay 
states that the values have been given in pounds, as opposed to the rand, due to the 
fluctuating exchange rate at the time (Mackay 1991).  
4.1.11 The correspondence: 1992 
In a memorandum dated the 31
st
 August 1992 Mrs van Melsen reports to Mr Anthony 
Starkey (head of the Department of Fine Arts) on the status of the classical artefacts that 
were currently still housed at the Museum of Classical Archaeology (van Melsen 1992). 
                                               
9 Later notes reveal that Mrs Frances van Melsen was the curator of the art gallery at the time. 
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She states that Professor Mackay has indeed confirmed that the collection is still on a 
long term loan to the Museum of Classical Archaeology and that Professor Mackay has 
requested the possibility for the collection to remain there as the artefacts are beneficial 
to the current and growing museum‟s collection (Van Melsen 1992). In addition she 
states that Professor Mackay is “delighted to have [the artefacts] there” and has assured 
Mrs van Melsen that the collection is protected, displayed well and appropriately cared 
for in its current location (Van Melsen 1992). Furthermore Mrs van Melsen states that 
the collection should remain at the museum and “since their security system is adequate 
and the works are well displayed and cared for this may be the best solution at present” 
(Van Melsen 1992).   
That same year in December Professor Mackay sent a letter to Mrs van Melsen stating 
that she has again enclosed an updated version of the list of the antiquities that belong to 
the Technikon Natal and that are still currently housed at the Museum of Classical 
Archaeology (Mackay 1992b). The issue of insurance, loss or damage is brought into 
question and again the schedule gives values for each artefact in pounds sterling. 
Professor Mackay states that the collection is insured and that in the case of loss the 
university will either replace the artefact (which is rather unlikely due to its uniqueness) 
or give monetary value towards the object; furthermore Professor Mackay states that she 
has tried to base the pounds sterling valuations by using a direct comparison to similar 
artefacts that have recently been auctioned worldwide or by basing the valuations on 
international market trends of the UK and Europe (Mackay 1992b). Additionally, having 
worked with the collection Professor Mackay reveals that the collection of (now) 37 
artefacts may have three objects that are not ancient but could indeed be modern replicas 
(Mackay 1992b). These artefacts are a terracotta figurine head of a youth, a terracotta 
upper torso and head, and a plaster head (Mackay 1992b). It is unclear why the 
collection is mentioned here as consisting of 37 artefacts as opposed to the 
aforementioned 35 artefacts; while photographing the artefacts in 2013 I  noticed that 
each object had a number underneath ranging from 1-37, yet there were two numbers 
unaccounted for and therefore only 35 physical artefacts.  
4.1.12 The correspondence and Art Gallery Committee meeting minutes: 1994 
In 1994, a letter from Mr Bird (the assistant Director of Finance at the Natal Technikon) 
to Mrs van Melsen inquired whether the collection (that is at this point still housed at the 
UND) has been accessioned and added into the art gallery‟s inventory, and whether the 
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Technikon intends to leave the collection at the university indefinitely (Bird 1994). In 
response, Mrs van Melsen states that the collection has not yet been accessioned into the 
gallery‟s inventory and that the matter of whether the collection should remain at UND 
would be discussed at an Art Gallery Committee meeting later that month (Van Melsen 
1994a). Mrs van Melsen also states that she wrote a letter to Professor Mackay inquiring 
about the condition and status of the collection and has again requested an updated 
evaluation (Van Melsen 1994a).  
At the Art Gallery Committee meeting in September, the committee discussed the 
request made by the Finance Department for the possibility of the classical antiquities 
collection to remain on loan to the Museum of Classical Archaeology indefinitely 
(Technikon Natal Art Gallery Committee 1994). The committee came to the conclusion 
that as there is currently a space available in their new library to display the collection 
that the Technikon should rather request the return of their artefacts – the new library 
location is unspecified in the committee minutes (Technikon Natal Art Gallery 
Committee 1994). On the 3
rd
 of October Mrs van Melsen officially requested the return 
of the collection to the university since they felt they could finally display the collection 
in an appropriate venue, namely at the library (Van Melsen 1994b). Later that year in 
November, Mrs van Melsen sent a memorandum to the Assets Department stating that 
she has indeed retrieved the Technikon‟s classical antiquities co llection from the 
Museum of Classical Archaeology and that she has enclosed a list of the 34 artefacts 
which are to be accessioned and displayed at the Technikon (Van Melsen 1994c).  
It should be noted that the original list of artefacts hand-written by Mr Cook lists 26 
artefacts, and that the list Professor Mackay sent to Mrs van Melsen consists of 37 
numbers with numbers 8 and 34 missing from the list  totalling 35 existing artefacts. The 
memorandum sent to the Assets Department by Mrs van Melsen mentions only 34 
artefacts. The content of the memorandum states that there is an inventory list attached, 
although the exact list could not be located. It is therefore uncertain whether the decrease 
from Professor Mackay‟s 37 to Mrs van Melsen‟s 34 artefacts was simply calculated by 
excluding the three possible replicas in the collection; the exact reason for the decrease in 
the number of artefacts could not be further investigated. Based on these correspondence 
notes, although the artefacts had been returned, they would remain in storage until an 
appropriate display case was properly set up in the library.  
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4.1.13 The correspondence and Art Gallery Curator’s Report: 1995 
Prior to the return of the collection, the Technikon had noted the attractive display cases 
at the Museum of Classical Archaeology and expressed the need to purchase similar 
cases in which to house their own classical collection (Technikon Natal Art Gallery 
Committee 1995a). Mrs van Melsen was instructed to request money for the purchase of 
the cases, and to consult Professor Mackay with regard to the requirements for protecting 
the displayed collection (Technikon Natal Art Gallery Committee 1995a). At the Art 
Gallery Committee meeting in June, the records reveal that Mrs van Melsen had 
discussed “with the Chief Librarian and the Library staff concerning the placement of a 
display cabinet for the [classical collection] in the Library” (Technikon Natal Art Gallery 
Committee 1995b). Therefore a suitable location had been identified and a display case 
would be purchased by utilising funds from the acquisitions account (Technikon Natal 
Art Gallery Committee 1995b). Later that year in October the Art Gallery Curator‟s 
Report reveals that the entire permanent collection had been professionally photographed 
and documented by slide (Van Melsen 1995). These slides still exist and are currently 
stored in the curator‟s office10.  
4.1.14 The correspondence: 1997 
Two years later in 1997 Professor Mackay was requested by the Natal Technikon to 
write small information cards to label and describe the collection which could then be 
added as a vital part of the display (Van Melsen 1997). On the 21
st
 of October Professor 
Mackay returned correspondence by providing descriptions for artefact types in the 
collection (Mackay 1997). In comparison to the description cards at the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology, the cards at the Technikon Natal are less detailed and refer to a 
collection of artefacts rather than describing each artefact individually. Additionally, these 
cards supply approximate dates for the artefacts spanning over many years as opposed to the 
cards at the Museum of Classical Archaeology where, in most cases, the dates are reasonably 
specific. The 12 information cards mostly describe groups of artefacts rather than 
focusing on each individual artefact. As can be seen in description card 1 and 8 below, 
Professor Mackay provided enough detail on the artefact to successfully describe the 
common type and function of the object in the ancient world:  
                                               
10 These slides were not included in the database as the quality of the photographs could not be confirmed, and it 
was less time consuming to retake the photographs of the artefacts than it would have been to have the photos 
developed, scanned, converted, resized and then eventually added to FileMaker Pro 12 database. 
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Description card 1 
“Lamps: In the Ancient Mediterranean world of 2000 or more years ago, the main source of 
artificial lighting was the oil lamp, fuelled with olive oil. Whilst wealthy people used bronze or 
even gold and silver lamps, the most common type was the pottery lamp of which these five 
lamps are typical examples: they are usually round, with a stubby handle set opposite the spout 
which held the wick. In Classical times and later, the lamps were usually enclosed to avoid 
spillage or oil and sometimes there was quite elaborate decoration on the top. Many lamps were 
glazed black and red, but the majority were left in the natural terracotta colours of the region 
where they were produced” (Mackay 1997a). 
Description card 8 
“Terracotta figurines: Small images of human (and sometimes animal) figures were popular in 
the Ancient Mediterranean world from very early times. While few were intended as children‟s 
toys, a common function seems to have been to serve as offerings to deities: either to express 
gratitude for the deity‟s help already rendered, or to accompany a plea for help in the future, as a 
kind of bribe. From the 16
th
 century BC on, the bodies of these figurines were hollow and 
therefore very fragile, while the heads were usually made separately of solid clay and attached to 
the torsos. The average height of these figurines was about 20cm although many were smaller. 
The heads exhibited here (dateable between 4
th
 century BC and about 200 AD) show a variety of 
hair arrangements and head-dresses: all would originally have been painted to make them look 
more lifelike” (Mackay 1997a). 
As is illustrated above, these information cards therefore contributed key information on 
the use of the object in history, contextualising it and giving some background 
information for an audience who may not have much knowledge of antiquity. By the 24
th
 
of October, the collection had received the official description cards, general dates of the 
artefacts and type headings from Professor Mackay which would all be added to the 
display (Mackay 1997b). Mrs van Melsen contacted Chris de Beer in the Department of 
Jewellery Design to inquire about having label carriers and Perspex stands made for 
supporting a selection of round-bottomed artefacts that could not stand on their own as 
well as for displaying the information cards in an upright position (Minutes 1997). 
Towards the end of the year, the art gallery had purchased a display case in which to 
house the ancient Greek and Roman artefacts. 
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4.1.15 The correspondence: 1998 
In March 1998, Mrs van Melsen wrote a letter to Ms Schofield (Museum Service, 
Department of Education and Culture in Pietermaritzburg) in response to her inquiry 
about the classical antiquities collection (Van Melsen 1998a). The original letter from 
Mrs Schofield could not be found, and Mrs van Melsen‟s response that she will provide 
information for the “June Issue of Clio11” suggests that the purpose of the inquiry was 
for an article (that was possibly even published) (Van Melsen 1998a). In the 
correspondence, Mrs van Melsen briefly describes the collect ion and how it came to be 
in the museums possession. In 1998 then, the classical antiquities collection was 
officially on display in the library and a newsletter was sent to the staff and students of 
the Technikon Natal inviting them to view the newly displayed collection (Van Melsen 
1998b). The heading description for the collection, which was most likely written by Mrs 
van Melsen, states that Corrigan acquired the collection while stationed in Turkey during 
the years 1926-1930.  
4.1.16 Post-1998 
No further correspondence regarding the classical antiquities could be found beyond 
1998. In 2013, after I completed photographing the 34 artefacts, the collection was 
moved from its location in the library into storage. The decision to move these classical 
antiquities was made by the curator Miss Verga when she deemed the case, the location 
and the lighting unsuitable for the safety and preservation to the artefacts. As a result the 
collection was subsequently moved from its display in the library to boxes in the storage 
facility of the art gallery where they currently reside.   
  
                                               
11 No further information concerning “Clio” could be found.  
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A detailed timeline for the journey of the classical antiquities collection from 1948-2013 
could be formed, mostly using information provided by memoranda and meeting 
minutes. The following table demonstrates this timeline: 
THE DUT ANTIQUITIES COLLECTION TIMELINE  
YEAR STATUS 
1926-1930  John Corrigan probably acquired the collection while stationed in Turkey.  
1948  The collection is donated to the Natal Technical College by John Corrigan. 
1948-1984 
 Sometime between 1948-1984 the collection is housed in a glass case in the foyer of 
the Art School.  
 Sometime between 1948-1984 the collection is moved to storage. 
1984  26 artefacts listed in the collection. 
1990  The collection is already in Professor Mackay‟s possession at the UND.  
1991 
 The collection is still not registered/accessioned/added to assets for Natal 
Technikon. 
 Professor Mackay writes an inventory of and values the collection.  
 35 artefacts listed in the collection. 
1992 
 A request for permanent housing at UND is made.  
 37 artefacts in collection (of which 3 have been noted as possible modern replicas).  
1994 
 The request for permanence at UND is denied. 
 The collection is returned to Natal Technikon at the end of the year. 
 The collection is placed in storage. 
 34 artefacts in the collection. 
1995  The collection is officially accessioned, photographed and documented by slide.  
1997 
 Professor Mackay is requested to write information cards/labels to put in the display 
case alongside the collection. 
1998  The collection is officially on display in the library. 
2013 
 The collection is photographed and documented (digitally). 
 The collection is placed in boxes in the art gallery storage room. 
 There is talk of donating/loaning the collection back to the Museum of Classical 
Archaeology.  
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It is not certain why the collection was listed as consisting of only 26 artefacts in 1984; 
35 artefacts in 1991; 37 artefacts in 1992 and 34 artefacts in 1994. The decrease in 
numbers from 37 to 34 could be due to loss or breakage of some artefacts; however, the 
sudden increases from 26-35 and 35-37 cannot be explained since there are no records of 
any additional artefact purchases or donations spanning those years. In 2013 I 
photographed and documented a total of 34 artefacts. While photographing, I noticed 
that each artefact had a number written underneath it ranging from 1-37 which did not 
necessarily correlate with the accession numbers; from this evidence it can therefore be 
deduced that the collection did, at one point, consist of 37 artefacts. It was discovered 
that numbers 8, 17 and 34 were not present in the collection. Unfortunately whether the 
artefacts were stolen, broken or loaned could not be further investigated and confirmed.  
4.1.17 Conclusion: the journey, reception and current status of the DUT antiquities 
collection 
It cannot be confirmed what relationship John Corrigan had with the artefacts or the 
world of classical antiquity. As no additional information could be found on him, it is 
also uncertain the length of time that he was in possession of the collection. Although 
there are a few gaps that, for now, will remain unfilled, this classical antiquities 
collection has a traceable journey from Turkey, to the Natal Technical College, to the 
Museum of Classical Archaeology and has returned to the DUT. Even though there were 
no subjects in classical studies offered at the university, the Natal Technical College 
accepted the donation of the unique artefacts from Mr Corrigan.  At the onset the 
collection was offered for students who studied ceramics, art history and interior design 
(these subjects were offered at the institution from 1909). It cannot be confirmed 
whether the antiquities collection was used in these courses as suggested.   
At present the DUT offers two possible courses, Ceramics and Painting-Sculpture in the 
Faculty of Arts and Design, whose syllabi could incorporate the collection. At this time 
the collection remains excluded from any university department or faculty‟s syllabi. For 
this reason, as well as the general lack of interest in the collection from both student 
body and faculty, and concerns over security and exhibition environment, the collection 
has been placed in storage. Noting these three concerns, Miss Verga mentioned a 
possible long term loan or official donation of the artefacts to the Museum of Classical 
Archaeology again as it may indeed be a more beneficial or appropriate environment for 
the collection.  
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4.2 B: The University of Kwazulu-Natal 
4.2.1 Background 
Similar to the DUT, the UKZN was also formed from a merger between two separate 
institutions. It was in 2004 that the University of Natal and the University of Durban-
Westville officially merged to form the UKZN. The Natal University College (UNC) was 
originally founded in 1909-1910 in Pietermaritzburg (Guest 2010). After extending its 
campus to Durban and having built the renowned Howard College building in 1931, the 
widespread University of Natal had started to become a multi-campus education 
institution (University of KwaZulu-Natal n.d). As the numbers grew, and with the 
addition of new subjects and courses, and also due to the offering of classes to black 
students the university continued to expand positively in both student  numbers and 
reputation. As a result, these factors contributed to the Natal University College being 
awarded independent university status in 1949 (University of KwaZulu-Natal n.d). The 
Extension of Universities Act (1959) played a major role in eventually limiting the 
student enrolments to white students only (Jackson 2006). When the Act was eventually 
overturned, black student numbers again increased drastically.  
 
In the 1960‟s the Durban-Westville University (originally called the University College 
for Indians) was established in Durban Bay which specifically catered for the Indian 
population (University of KwaZulu-Natal n.d). In 1971, the College of Durban-Westville 
was officially granted university status and became known as the University of Durban-
Westville (University of KwaZulu-Natal n.d). As a result of the Westville campus 
playing a key role in the anti-apartheid struggle and as the university catered to students 
of all races by 1984 it became known as an autonomous institution (University of 
KwaZulu-Natal n.d). In 2004 the University of Durban-Westville and the University of 
Natal merged to form the UKZN.  
4.2.2 Locating the collection 
The collection of classical antiquities owned by the UKZN is housed in the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology. The museum is situated in the Memorial Tower Building on the 
Howard College Campus of the old University of Natal, Durban. The museum belongs to 
and is physically and spatially part of the Department of Classics (of the School of 
Religion, Philosophy and Classics). It is one large room off which the offices of the 
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department are situated; the foyer of the department serves as the museum and displays 
130 artefacts
12
 in 9 display cases
13
. Figures 8 and 9 are photographs taken from inside 
the foyer; figure 8 is taken from the front of the museum looking back and figure 9 is 
taken from the back of the museum looking to the front. Figure 10 illustrates the layout 
of the cases in the museum; in some instances a single case is divided into two (sides A 
and B in the layout plan).    
 
  
                                               
12 130 is the number of artefacts that are on display in the Museum of Classical Archaeology. In total the 
museum is currently housing approximately 349 artefacts (including unaccessioned artefacts and fragments). 
13 Even though there are a total of 14 cases, 5 are mounted on the wall and the remaining 9 are standing cases; 
the wall mounted cases contain replicas of sculptures and reliefs that were excluded from the research project.  
Figures 8 and 9 above: Museum of Classical Archaeology, University of KwaZulu-Natal layout. 
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As can be seen below in figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 the four display cases contain a large 
variety of artefacts consisting of lamps, figurines, sculptures, vases and an assortment of 
daily life objects originating from the ancient Egyptian, Roman, Greek and Etruscan 
cultures
14
. 
                                               
14 The collection on display consists of artefacts belonging to the Museum of Classical Archaeology as well as 
artefacts on loan from the Durban Art Gallery, Natural History Museum, Natural Science Museum and the 
Local History museum.  
Figure 10: Museum of Classical Archaeology, University of KwaZulu-Natal case layout. 
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Figure 14: Display case 6 side a, Museum of Classical Archaeology.  
Figures 11 and 12 (above): Display cases 4 and 5, Museum of Classical Archaeology. 
Figure 13 (below): Display case 7, Museum of Classical Archaeology 
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At the UKZN I met with the curator of the museum (and lecturer in Classics) Dr Adrian 
Ryan and his master‟s student, Dylan Lindsay, and was given a short tour of the 
museum. Under the careful supervision of either Dr Ryan or Mr Lindsay I was allowed 
to remove the collection from the cases and photograph the artefacts in the safety of Dr 
Ryan‟s locked office. As this collection is larger than the collect ion at the DUT, the 
photography process was only complete after returning to Durban on three more 
occasions.  
After having photographed all 130 artefacts that are on display in the museum, Dr Ryan 
informed me that there are a further 219 artefacts that are in storage. Although a number 
of these artefacts are fragmentary or may seem rather insignificant in appearance, the 
curator expressed his regret that one of the reasons most of these items had to remain 
stored in boxes, cabinets and locked drawers is due to the lack of museum space and 
display cases. This storage collection consists of a wide variety of fragmentary, 
sometimes unidentifiable, museum owned, loaned, accessioned and unaccessioned 
artefacts. Therefore an additional reason that these artefacts remain in storage is that 
some of the fragments are simply too small to display or that many of these pieces are 
similar to pieces that are already on display (such as the figurine heads).  
4.2.3 Creating a history for the collection 
Unlike the collection at the DUT, a fair amount of information on the collection at the 
UKZN can be found in articles published in Scholia and Akroterion journals. Another 
important source is Samantha Masters‟ forthcoming chapter “Museum Space and 
Displacement: Collecting Classical Antiquities in South Africa” in which a preliminary 
survey of this collection is conduced and the museum‟s history is investigated. The key 
record is the hard copy (hand-written) Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions 
and Loans register which records the acquisitions of various types from purchases, 
bequests, donations and loans.  
The analysis of the information and records gathered at the UKZN presented different 
challenges from those at the DUT. The Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions 
and Loans register dates from the museum‟s inception in 1975/1976. The last entry to 
date is in 2008. This register is divided into two sections: the front of the register refers 
to what is owned by the museum and the back of the register refers to what has been 
loaned to the museum. At the beginning of the register (as can be seen on register page 
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2, figure 15) the detailed descriptions refer to the dimension, the description, the 
accession number, the date of creation, the condition and the purchase information of the 
artefact. While these first entries of the register are quite comprehensive, after 
approximately nineteen pages the detailed information on the artefacts dwindles 
(illustrated on page 19, figure 16). In some cases only the artefact type/description and 
date of acquisition occur.  
         
 
During my study of the register, I attempted to link all the accession numbers in the 
register with the appropriate artefact in the museum. As most of the information 
pertaining to the objects in this collection did indeed exist, the challenge came when the 
information, and the artefacts associated with the information, had been stored in various 
locations.  
One of the biggest challenges, however, was to connect the description of loaned items 
in the register to each artefact whose accession number, in many instances, was not 
present. Figure 17 below illustrates an example of loaned entries in the UKZN‟s register 
of the artefacts belonging to the Natal Technikon collection (referred to above). The 
Figures 15 and 16: Extracts from page 2 (illustrating a complete entry) and page 19 (illustrating an incomplete 
entry) from the Museum of Classical Archaeology register. 
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entry lists the 37 artefacts alongside one sentence description each and their value in 
pounds sterling
15
. In the top right hand corner of the register (figure 17) the accession 
numbers range from L.1989.J.1-37; as these numbers differ from the numbers that were 
allocated by the DUT, it can be assumed that these numbers were designated by the 
Museum of Classical Archaeology when the items were loaned to the museum in 1989. 
The lines drawn over the loaned items list (as below) illustrate that the artefacts are no 
longer on loan to the UKZN museum, but have been returned.  
The task of collecting all the available information for such a large collection took 
approximately two days to complete; and the photography process was only complete 
after a few more visits to the university. Fortunately with the assistance and institutional 
knowledge of Dr Ryan some of the gaps in the information could be filled.  
 
 
 
  
                                               
15 Worked out by Professor Mackay. 
Figure 17: Extract from the loans section (page 195) of the Museum of Classical Archaeology register. The material 
was loaned by the Natal Technikon.  
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4.2.4 Results: The nature of the collection 
The Museum of Classical Archaeology, a single rectangular room or foyer encircled by 
departmental offices, boasts 14 display cases which exhibit a total of 130 artefacts (as 
can be seen in the layout drawing, figure 10). Four of the cases (cases 11-14) house casts 
of large-scale sculptural replicas that are mounted on the wall and were donated by the 
Greek Consulate of Durban in 1995 (plaque on the museum wall). The replicas include a 
wall-mounted plaster cast of Victory untying her sandal (case 11), of a Peplos Kore (case 
12), of a ball-player relief (case 13) and of a relief of Athene (case 14). There are a 
further 219 artefacts which remain in storage as a result of the lack of appropriate 
display space. This makes the total number of pieces in the collection to be 
approximately 349. The stored collection consists of a variety of small, unimpressive or 
significantly fragmented pieces, and therefore, after evaluation, it seems that 
approximately only 52 out of the 219 are truly worth displaying.  
4.2.5 Results: history, journey and current status of the collection 
Reconstructing the past through scholarly documentation and the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology Acquisitions and Loans register: 1970s-1980’s 
According to Masters (forthcoming), during the 1970s, the Department of Classics was 
originally housed on the second floor of the Memorial Tower Building at the university. 
The first purchase of an original artefact by the Classics Department in 1975/1976 was 
an Athenian black-figure band-cup which prompted the then Chair of Classics, Professor 
B. X. de Wet, to commit to “a long-term plan of building up a small but representative 
collection of original ancient art works and artefacts” (Mackay 1992: 140). The band-cup 
was originally displayed in a glass cabinet in the department hallway (Masters 
forthcoming). After the purchase of the first artefact in 1975/1976, it was only 4 years 
later in 1980 that the Classics Department purchased a second classical antiquities 
artefact namely the Campanian hydria (Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions 
and Loans register 1975: 2).  
Over the following 6 years the Department added 14 new acquisitions to their collection 
of which 11 were purchases and 3 were donations (Museum of Classical Archaeology 
Acquisitions and Loans register 1975: 1-16). It was during this time that the Classics 
Department moved location from the second floor to the ground floor in the Memorial 
Tower Building (Masters forthcoming). The new locale (where it is currently still 
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situated) was specifically designed to comprise a single central entrance room that was 
enclosed by the various departmental offices. Accordingly the central room became the 
ideal space to house and display the growing collection since the collection could be 
displayed to any visitors or students entering the department. It was in 1988 with the 
purchase of the first large artefact, the Athenian black-figure neck-amphora (1987.1) that 
the collection, which consisted then of only 17 artefacts, could officially be deemed a 
museum, and as a result this space was named the Museum of Classical Archaeology 
(Mackay 1992: 140). Having been at the department since 1978 and having a scholarly 
interest in classical antiquities, Professor Mackay was appointed as curator of the 
museum in 1988 (Masters forthcoming). Further purchases in the late 1980s included a 
black-figure column krater (L.1989.K) and two Boeotian figures (L1989.N.209 and 
L.1989.M.123) which are discussed by Mackay in Scholia 1992 (Volume 1) and 1994 
(Volume 3) (Mackay 1992: 3-11; Mackay 1994: 153-158).  
4.2.6 1990s-2000s  
In 1989 45 assorted bronze coins were purchased for the collection, making it the year in 
which the most individual artefacts were added to the museum. An exhibition on these 
coins was held in the Museum of Classical Archaeology (Gosling 1989) in 1989
16
 but 
their current location is unknown (although Dr Ryan suggested that they might be at the 
Pietermaritzburg campus)
17
. A few years later in 1992 two display cases were purchased 
allowing the museum to display smaller artefacts and additionally encouraged themed 
exhibitions which required more space than was originally available (Mackay 1992: 140-
141). During the 1990s several pieces were acquired for the museum, for example the 
impressive Princeton Painter Amphora (1990.30); a silver cosmetic spoon (1994.37); a 
Roman lamp (1994.38); a lamp mould (1994.39); an Athenian fish plate (1995.40); a 
papyrus fragment (1996.42); an iron stylus (1997.43); surgical implements (1999.39a, b, 
c) and a Sumerian clay tablet (1999.40), to name a few; these have all been featured in 
articles written by Professor Mackay. 
Worth noting are three donations in particular: an Ushabti figurine, a lamp and a jug, in 
the register as donated by Miss Joan Law in 1989 (Museum of Classical Archaeology 
Acquisitions and Loans register 1975: 19-21). Miss Joan Law has been an active 
                                               
16 The Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions Register recorded these coins in the year 1990; however 
the notes for the coins at the exhibition are dated 22nd-26th May 1989. 
17 As these coins were not at the Museum of Classical Archaeology, neither on display nor in storage, they were 
not added to the database.  
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contributor to the museum since 1989 until present. She has not only donated physical 
artefacts but also regularly makes financial contributions to the museum. These financial 
contributions have aided the museum in purchasing 5 coins (in 2004), 5 artefact 
purchases as a result of her donation and 4 partly-funded purchases that have contributed 
substantially to the growth of the museum. By profession Miss Law is a social worker 
who, although she took Latin at school, has no other relationship with classics (Masters 
forthcoming). Miss Law‟s interest in classics was inspired by her joining a departmental 
classics tour to Britain and continues through her involvement in the museum as well as 
her regular attendance of seminars relating to classics (Masters forthcoming). Dr Ryan 
noted that while her financial contributions are greatly appreciated and needed for the 
museum, that it has become difficult to purchase new artefacts as the drop in South 
African rand raises the price of artefacts and that in the past it was more common for 
people to buy small artefacts and donate them to the museum whereas now antiquities 
can range anywhere between R10 000 - R100 000 (Ryan telephonic correspondence: 
20.02.14).  
Also in this decade there were efforts to close down the Classics Programme and later to 
relocate the museum to a smaller locale; this was at a time when many Classics 
departments in South Africa came under pressure (elaborated in the next chapter). Even 
though the department resisted displacement it was required to downscale and as a result 
lost both teaching and working spaces (Masters forthcoming). Yet despite the threats to 
the museum space, the collection still remains on display and in use in the Classics 
Programme. 
In 2001 when Professor Mackay left the department Dr Adrian Ryan became the new 
curator. According to the register, the final year that an artefact was permanently added 
to the museum collection was in 2008
18
. In 2014 Dr Ryan left the university and was 
replaced by Ms Szerdi Nagy who is the current curator of the museum. The 33 years 
leading from the museums inception in 1975 to the last documented acquisition in 2008  
therefore saw the arrival of approximately 109 donated, purchased and/or bequeathed 
artefacts that make up the permanent collection.  
The graph below (figure 18) illustrates the number of artefact types that were acquired 
per year
19
. While the number of artefacts per year does seem to fluctuate and in the years 
                                               
18 A Roman ithyphallic bronze herm 2008.54. 
19 This table therefore excludes the loaned items housed at the Museum of Classical Archaeology.  
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Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions
1977, 1978, 1979, 1988, 1998, 2001-2003 and 2006 no new permanent additions to the 
collection were added, the influx of artefacts over the collective years continued in a 
fairly consistent way. Even during the post-1994 changes that took place in South Africa 
contributions to the museum‟s collection remained constant.   
 
 
 
The museum also received a large number of loaned artefacts from a variety of private 
and public donors during the same time span but concentrated in the 1980s and 1990s. 
According to the loans section in the register, the museum received loans from 
individuals such as Professor B.X. de Wet (1981 and 1988), Mrs A. Gosling (1989) and 
Mr D. Spurrett (1998 and 2000), to name a few, as well as from institutions such as the 
Durban Art Museum (1988), the Local History Museum (1989), the Natal Technikon 
(1989) the Natural History Museum (1989) and the Natural Science Museum (2001) 
(Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions and Loans register: 181-203). From 
1975-2008, 1 artefact in 1981, 3 in 1986, 1 in 1989, 2 in 1990, 2 in 1998, 1 in 2000 and 3 
in 2006 were private loans made by individuals.  
According to the register institutions such as the Durban Art Museum loaned 8 artefacts; 
the Natural History Museum loaned a total of 87 artefacts; the Local History Museum 
loaned 147 artefacts, the Natal Technikon (currently DUT) loaned 37 and the Durban 
Natural Science Museum loaned 28 artefacts to the Museum of Classical Archaeology 
Figure 18: The amount of artefact types purchased, bequeathed and/or donated to the museum in each year from 1975 -
2008. 
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(Museum of Classical Archaeology Acquisitions and Loans register: 188-203). Including 
the private loans this amounts to approximately 322 artefacts making loans the larger 
proportion of the artefacts in the museum when compared with the permanent collection.  
Most of these loan artefacts have been loaned on a semi-permanent basis and are still 
residing either on display or in storage at the museum. Although the large collection of 
loaned items contributed to the overall expansion of the museum, it is likely that it may 
simultaneously have reflected a fading interest in classical antiquities at the museums in 
the city (Masters forthcoming). 
THE MUSEUM OF CLASSICAL ARCHAEOLOGY TIMELINE: 1970-2014 
 
YEAR STATUS 
1970‟s 
 The Department of Classics is housed on the second floor of the Memorial Tower 
building. 
1975/1976  The first artefact purchased: Athenian black-figure band cup. 
1977-1979  There are no new purchases, donations, bequests or loans. 
1980-1987  17 artefacts and 1 loaned artefact are added to the collection. 
1980-1988  The Department moved to the ground floor in the Memorial Tower building. 
1988 
 Purchase of first large artefact: Athenian black-figure amphora. 
 The collection is deemed a museum and professor Mackay is appointed as curator. 
 8 loaned artefacts are received from the Durban Art Museum. 
1989 
 147 loaned artefacts are received from Local History Museum; 87 loaned artefacts 
are received from the Natural History Museum; 37 loaned artefacts are received 
from the Natal Technikon (currently DUT). 
 45 assorted bronze coins are purchased and three new artefacts are permanently 
added to the collection. 
1990-2000  18 artefacts and 2 loaned artefacts are added to the museum collection.  
2001 
 Professor Mackay left the department and Dr Ryan is elected as curator of the 
museum.  
 28 loaned artefacts are received from the Natural Science Museum. 
2001-2003  No new permanent additions to the collection. 
2004-2005  Five coins and two new artefacts are permanently added to the collection   
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2006  No new permanent additions to the collection. 
2007-2008 
 Three new artefacts are permanently added to the collection.  
 Final addition to the museum‟s collection.   
2014  Dr Ryan left the UKZN. Ms Szerdi Nagy becomes curator. 
 
4.2.7 To conclude: the journey, reception and current status of the UKZN collection 
The year 1975/1976 marked an important moment for the Department of Classics with 
their first purchase of an Athenian black-figure band cup and the idea for a museum was 
born. Over the years to follow, the department gradually received and purchased a 
variety of artefacts. The Museum of Classical Archaeology was set up to fulfil two main 
functions firstly to serve as a museum that preserves and exhibits a unique collection and 
secondly, and probably more importantly, to act as an educational tool for introducing 
students to the ancient world, and creating for them, a direct link between antiquity and 
the present. Professor Mackay states that an original artefact “offers a direct and tangible 
point of contact between the person holding it now, and those who made it, bought it and 
used it so long ago”, and as a result antiquities create a bridge between the ancient past 
and the present (Mackay 1992: 140). The collection still plays an active educational role 
as the museum pieces are incorporated into the department syllabus providing students 
with the opportunity to work directly with and interpret artefacts from the ancient world.  
Even though, according to the register, the museum has not added a new artefact to their 
collection since 2008, it still serves as a teaching collection and the department foyer 
still functions as a museum open to any visitors who wish to visit. All stored and 
displayed artefacts are well cared for and are safely protected at the department. 
According to Dr Ryan the reason that the collection is not growing is due to a lack of 
funds; while the monthly contribution from Miss Law is appreciated (and needed) by the 
department, it does not allow the annual purchase of artefacts due to the high price of 
artefacts purchased from overseas
20
.  
  
                                               
20 Dr Ryan telephone correspondence (20.02.14). 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
HERITAGE, IDENTITY AND CLASSICS: FROM EUROPE TO 
SOUTH AFRICA 
The previous chapter has traced the individual journeys of two collections of classical 
antiquities in Durban. Chapters five and six aim to explore these collections in their broader 
historical context, i.e. within colonial, apartheid, and post-transformation South Africa, 
addressing the first part of the final research questions of this thesis: How and to what extent 
have their histories and current statuses been influenced by ideology and heritage policies? 
Chapter five therefore explores the South African reception of classical antiquity during the 
colonial and apartheid eras (i.e. pre-transformation), but before doing so it will consider the 
European ideal – which included an interest in classical antiquity and classical artefacts - that 
influenced the ideology of the early colonists in South Africa.  
Furthermore, the notions of South African heritage and identity will be investigated. 
European heritages and identities were dominant during the eras of colonisation and apartheid 
and South African heritage and identity were therefore largely founded on European heritage 
and identity. There was, of course, no one South African identity. Lambert describes the 
history of South African identities thus:  
“The history of identities in South Africa is also a history of painful migrations and painful negotiations, 
constantly re-enacted. The migration of the Dutch and the British colonialists to the Cape; the migration of the 
Voortrekkers from the Cape; the migration of black slaves from Dutch colonies in the East Indies to the Cape; 
the migration of Indian indentured labourers to the colony of Natal; the diaspora of African peoples (the 
Mfecane) within South Africa itself in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries; the migration of black South 
Africans from their homes into the ghettoes and reserves created for them; the migration of Dutch-speaking 
South Africans to the Netherlands for higher education; the migration of black intellectuals in the late nineteenth 
century to the United States and Europe for the same purpose; the migration of white English-speaking and 
Afrikaans-speaking South Africans to Oxford as Rhodes Scholars; the migration of the classical tradition from 
its home in Europe to the Cape” (Lambert 2011: 11).  
Lambert draws attention to the multiple historical influences that contributed towards the 
formation of the South African identity. The story of South African heritages and 
identities is, then, complex and still unfolding in current day South Africa.   
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5.1 Eurocentric ideologies and the European ideal 
The first idea to be explored in this chapter is the influence of the European ideal on the 
ideologies of the early colonists in South Africa. The concept of Eurocentrism and European 
attitudes during this time will be highlighted in order to further investigate the status of the 
classical tradition in Europe, and, ultimately, the European introduction of classics in South 
Africa.  
Eurocentricism has been attributed to the vast number of accomplishments achieved through 
European colonisation that resulted in the emergence of a self-centred, ethnocentric, society; 
indeed Aldridge (2000: 100) states that Europe saw itself as “the centre of the world”. 
Eurocentrism or European-centred thought promoted Europe as the ideal; one of its aims was 
to ensure that non-European cultures adopted these ideologies in order to become part of the 
perceived dominant colonial power. The concept of Eurocentrism is therefore strongly 
associated not only with colonialism but also imperialism. To most European settlers it meant 
that (in some fashion) their achieved excellence, superiority and astuteness empowered them 
to attempt to alter the foundations of other cultures and compel them to adopt the European 
ideologies. In certain instances this was even imagined to be done with a good spirit, for the 
benefit of the “uncivilised”; yet as opposed to supposedly enlightening these foreign cultures 
it had rather contributed towards the degradation of the other (Hoskins 1992: 249).  
As early as the 15
th
 century, European attitudes specifically towards African cultures were 
defined through ethnocentric ideologies; societies that were not constructed within the 
framework of European culture were generally considered to be inferior and uncivilised 
(Hoskins 1992: 247-248). These attitudes often contributed towards the lack of understanding 
and the distortion of the other. As the other, African cultures were often interpreted as 
“savages, and inferior, uncivilised, backward, primitive peoples, devoid of knowledge and 
culture and possessing evil traits and desires” (Hoskins 1992: 248). Not only did these 
interpretations promote misconceptions of the other but they also resulted in the further 
promotion and idealisation of European thought. 
During the period of colonisation in South Africa, Eurocentrism emerged from and was 
cultivated by European hegemony of settlers (Prah 2008: 15). Believed to be acting as the 
centre of the world, Eurocentric ideologies advocated that other cultures should judge 
themselves according to European standard, regardless of the general belief among 
Europeans that even if the other cultures had adopted European ideologies they could 
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ultimately never be assimilated into their society as equals (Hoskins 1992: 247-250). Whether 
intentional or unintentional, the effects of a Eurocentric-governed society encouraged a sense 
of exclusivity and superiority. As will be discussed further, to some extent the combination of 
colonialism, imperialism and Eurocentrism ultimately contributed towards the emergence of 
classics (initially in the form of education, architecture and artefacts) in South Africa.   
5.2 The European relationship with the classics21 
Eurocentrism, however, did not only celebrate the accomplishments of “modern” Europe but 
also focused on celebrating the evolution of European antiquity. Studying and understanding 
the innovations, contributions and ideologies of ancient Greece and Rome became of 
immense fascination throughout Europe. David Raven (Professor of Classics at the UND in 
1973) states that the advancements of Western civilisation can only be appreciated once there 
is an understanding of the ancient Greek and Roman tradition or past; and that these past 
ideologies underlie those of present society (in Lambert 2011: 69). From the ancient Greek 
and Roman civilisations, for example, emerged complex political, social and economic 
structures that lay the foundations of sculpture, painting, pottery; architecture; agriculture; 
trade; law; the alphabet; writing and literature that are used today (Pomeroy et al 2012: xvii-
xxv). The ancient ideologies and innovations, in topics of politics and philosophy, and the 
particular way in which these civilisations interpreted their world, therefore became 
especially popular subjects of interest throughout most of Europe from the 15
th
 century 
forward.  
This is especially evident during the 18
th
 century when England saw an increase of affluence 
particularly among the middle-classes; as a result of their rise in wealth these social groups 
began searching for specific ways in which to “adopt elite status” and thereby elevate their 
position in society (Stray 1996: 79). The primary way through which this was achieved was 
education. Similar to the children of the upper-class social groups, the new curricula of public 
schools provided the opportunity for boys from wealthy middle-class families to also learn 
how to write and read Greek and Latin. The result of the amalgamation of knowledge of 
English, Greek and Latin contributed towards a large differentiation in social hierarchy – 
those with the knowledge in these subjects were considered to have elite status (Stray 1996: 
79). Education that included the study of both Greek and Roman languages and cultures 
therefore promoted a sense of exclusivity as those who had been taught in these subjects were 
                                               
21 For the purpose of this thesis, the „classics‟ refers specifically to both the ancient Greek and Roman cultures 
and languages.  
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considered well-educated gentlemen within their society. Consequently, the classics became 
associated almost exclusively with educated and civilised wealthy upper and middle class 
European men (Lambert 2011: 26). 
It therefore became common belief that the “ancient classics […] were regarded as a vital 
constituent of education from the moment when they were produced. Studied with devotion 
as the immortal memorials of a great past, they have led, when rightfully followed, to a new 
and high achievement in the present” (Rand 1910: 441). As the study of classics became 
integrated in school curricula, the study in particular of Greek and Latin became a 
requirement in the highly respected religious and legal professions. The vestiges of these 
ancient civilisations therefore had a lingering effect. Particularly during the 18
th
 and 19
th
 
centuries, volumes of books were printed on classics regarding grammar, poetry, art, 
literature and philosophy in both original and translated versions; moreover the remnants of 
these cultures had an influence on European architecture of the time as “pseudo-Greek” 
inspired designs emerged throughout England (Modern Humanities Research Association and 
University College London, School of Slavonic and East European Studies 1936: 364). In the 
19
th
 century, the amalgamation of modern European heritage, its adoration of the ancient 
worlds as well as the education in classical antiquity ultimately contributed towards a 
philhellenic society (Modern Humanities Research Association and University College 
London, School of Slavonic and East European Studies 1936: 366). This adoration could also 
be extended to include Roman civilisation as the majority of the educated European men 
considered both ancient Greek and Roman civilisations as the epitome of culture. 
5.3 European attitudes towards collecting classical antiquities  
As a result of the importance placed on these ancient languages and cultures in “modern” 
Europe the relationship between collecting and displaying classical antiquities, too, became 
associated with prominent, wealthy social groups. From as early as the 15
th
 century emerged 
two distinctive types of displays for these collections namely those that were displayed in 
private gardens outside and those that were displayed in private palaces indoors (Hepple 
2001: 109-120; Stenhouse 2005: 397-434).  
The collecting and displaying of classical artefacts was inspired by changes that were taking 
place in the Roman city during the 1400‟s. Circa 1450 Rome had undergone drastic city 
restoration which resulted in the discovery of wealthy and voluminous antiquities of a 
classical nature; it was as a result of the discovery of these artefacts that increased not only 
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scholarly interest in the ancient world but also increased investment opportunities which 
inspired a drastic growth in the personal collection of classical antiquities (Stenhouse 2005: 
399). The symbolism associated with these artefacts, not only (in the case of Rome) 
reminding people of their heritage, would also assert elite status, and therefore encouraged 
the desire to collect and display these objects over the centuries that followed. Particularly 
during the early 16
th
 century antiquities that were prominently displayed at private dwellings 
“became the characteristic demonstration of magnificence for Roman aristocrats”; these 
antiquities were placed in private garden settings to create an aesthetic value as well as to 
physically affirm social standing (Stenhouse 2005: 399). The display of these classical 
antiquities in private gardens brought the classical world to these residences, “it testified to 
[the owners] education and endowed them with [...] cultural capital” (Hepple 2001: 111).  
These museum-gardens were not exclusive to Rome but were also extended to England 
during the 16
th
 and 17
th
 centuries, however, as there were difficulties in transporting and 
acquiring the artefacts, in addition to the general cost associated with classical artefacts, it 
initially limited the private antiquities collectors to a small selection of aristocratic and royal 
household gardens (Hepple 2001: 109). These outdoor garden collections were mostly 
displayed in controlled environments. As the antiquities collectors were of upper class status, 
it was initially only by invitation of the owner that those who were interested in viewing the 
collection were granted access; as a result the classics remained prominent mostly amongst 
wealthier, elite-class, citizens. These gardens therefore functioned as a place for guests and 
owners to reflect and discuss the artefacts and by extension the classical world (Stenhouse 
2005: 425). The ways through which these collections were initially strictly controlled 
(remaining by invitation only) suggests that the owners may have cared for and may have 
been protective over their ancient possessions.  
During the late 16
th
 century in Rome these collections were granted more accessibility as the 
hosts and owners began to play a prominent role in promoting their collections to their guests. 
Here the owner (usually male) would have accompanied his guests in a tour, discussing and 
boasting about his artefact collection and in doing so reaffirming his knowledge and 
understanding of his ancient classical education (Stenhouse 2005: 407). In smaller palace 
collections the artefacts would rarely be discussed by the owner rather the household servants 
would be educated on the owners‟ collection and its association and relevance in the ancient 
world, and would present a guided tour on behalf of the owner (Stenhouse 2005: 407). In 
both the garden and palace settings the collections and the guests were under constant 
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supervision to ensure the protection of the artefacts. Particularly at the end of the 16
th
 century 
England saw a peak in interest of antiquarian and historical scholarship evidenced through 
the publication of William Camden‟s Britannia (1586) whose specific focus was the 
documentation and examination of Roman artefacts (Hepple 2001: 110).  
Conversely by the end of the 16
th
 century in Rome Stenhouse attests that attitudes towards 
classical artefacts had slightly changed. This change was as a result of the discovery of 
classical artefacts of an explicit sexual nature and those believed to be invoking pagan 
beliefs, and was evident particularly among clergymen (Stenhouse 2005: 412). As the 
antiquities were a reflection of the owner and would attest to his classical knowledge, the 
artefacts were deemed inappropriate especially in the homes and gardens of these 
ecclesiastical members. Many collections were therefore removed from the abovementioned 
owner‟s property and most collections were divided and donated or sold; towards the end of 
the century as a result many of Rome‟s classical antiquities had left the city (Stenhouse 2005: 
413). Yet in the late 16
th
 century, according to Stenhouse, the manner in which the antiquities 
were displayed had also changed (Stenhouse 2005: 419). This is evident in architectural 
designs of palaces in which sections were specifically constructed to display antiquities, that 
is to say that these domiciles now accommodated separate sections in the building through 
which to enter and exit the rooms that housed the collections without disturbing the residents 
(Stenhouse 2005: 419). These two different perspectives towards collections of a classical 
nature highlight the relationship between classics and high social status as well as the 
complexities in attempting to trace the more common reception of antiquities throughout 
Europe.   
The popularity of classical artefacts did continue well into the 17
th
 century in England. This is 
evident in the establishment of four significant classical collections in England during the 17
th
 
century, namely those belonging to: Sir Robert Cotton; John Senhouse; Lord William 
Howard and Reginald Bainbrigg (Hepple 2001: 111). The first (rather small) collection 
housed in Sir Cotton‟s summerhouse consisted of 20 inscribed stones; Senhouse‟s slightly 
larger garden collection consisted of 10 altars and various inscribed stones; Lord Howard, the 
“keen antiquarian and scholar”, had a library, display cabinet and garden (with 20 inscribed 
stones) displaying his collection of classical artefacts and lastly Bainbrigg, who is described 
as a “serious antiquarian”, possessed 12 Roman stones (copies and originals) and an altar in 
his garden (Hepple 2001: 111-114). Although these collections may seem small, they were 
significant precedents for the biggest collection in England during the 17
th
 century namely the 
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Arudel House. In 1630 the Arundel House and gardens in England displayed a large 
collection of classical antiquities consisting of approximately 500 artefacts (Hepple 2001: 
109). 
Although there was a slight decline in interest at the end of the 16
th
 century in Rome (mostly 
among clergymen), interest in collecting classical artefacts continued elsewhere. Stenhouse 
states that the existing accounts relating to classical antiquities (particularly of the 16
th
 
century) are surprising as they “are full of wonder” promoting the specific owners of these 
collections and their ability to give a well-educated tour and discussion on the artefacts 
(Stenhouse 2005: 424). Furthermore these accounts attest that these museum-gardens were 
seen as places of education and that they even became more accessible to the upper class 
public in the later years and continued to be so during the 17
th
 century (Stenhouse 2005: 424).  
From this discussion it would seem that being educated in classical cultures and languages, 
and possessing artefacts of a classical nature was a vital constituent in the households of 
many European upper-class citizens. Classics would therefore have been associated with high 
social status and as a result a strong connection between classics and Eurocentrism (present 
throughout Europe at the time) would have developed. Consequently, Eurocentric ideology, 
the high status associated with education and knowledge in ancient cultures as well as the 
possession of classical artefacts also resulted in the initial emergence of classics in South 
Africa during colonisation.  
5.4 The South African relationship with the classics 
As the history of classical civilisations and languages had been an active presence in the lives 
of the educated, upper class Europeans, when the European colonists arrived in South Africa 
they brought some forms of classicism with them. The first settlers to become established at 
the Cape were the Dutch colonists in 1652. A primary focus of these colonists was to 
establish a fort at the Cape that would facilitate the replenishing of stock (including fresh 
vegetables grown in the Company‟s Garden) and would create a rest stop on route to the East 
Indies (Lambert 2011: 22). Over time the Cape proved to be a profitable resource and it 
became a viable place at which to officially establish a colony. The Dutch settlers were later 
joined by British colonialists who had as many influences on the Cape.  
More than a hundred years later British settlers lieutenant Francis Farewell, James King, 
Henry Francis Fynn and Nathanial Isaacs sought further economic opportunities in trade and 
adventure; and these four individuals were responsible for chartering the coast of Natal in 
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1822 (Guy 2013: 35). Under the leadership of Farewell and Fynn the first permanent white 
settlement to be set up in South-Eastern Africa was established in 1824 (Duminy and Guest 
1989: 116). As this settlement was situated outside the borders of the Cape, it was no longer 
governed or protected by British laws. As a result, Fynn and Farewell negotiated with the 
Zulu king, Shaka and obtained his permission to occupy and have authority over the Port 
Natal region (Duminy and Guest 1989: 118). In return for his protection, Shaka requested that 
the settlement adhere to African laws and customs (Duminy and Guest 1989: 118). Four 
years later, Shaka was assassinated and succeeded by his brother Dingane. Over the 
following years, due to the prosperity at Natal, more traders began to make their way to the 
settlement. The establishment of a European-based society at both the Cape and Natal 
resulted in the immigration of European people and as a result the immigration of their 
ideologies; and the establishment of European political, social, economic and educational 
institutions, especially at the Cape and Natal, ultimately contributed towards the emergence 
of classics in South Africa. 
During the 16
th
-18
th
 century three significant appearances of classics in South Africa stands 
out; firstly the emergence and induction of colonial slave names, secondly the establishment 
of colonial education and thirdly the Graeco-Roman inspired architecture that was built by 
the settlers and their later generations (Lambert 2011; Evans 2007; Parker 2012; Masters 
forthcoming).  
The first instance in the introduction of classics in South Africa is linked with the reformation 
of slave identities. When the settlers had taken indigenous Africans as their slaves, they 
believed it beneficial to teach the slaves in the way of European values and ideals. In order to 
educate the misconceived “wayward” and “backward” Africans and to make them civilised 
the settlers initiated an event of renaming (Lambert 2011: 24). As a result of the importance 
of ancient Greece and Rome in the lives of Europeans these new assigned names were often 
inspired by persons in ancient Greek or Roman history and mythology. According to Glenn 
(2007: 30) “[t]he use of classical models in seeing or portraying black South Africans was 
typical of upper class, educated visitors to the Cape in the late 18
th
 and early 19
th
 centuries”. 
This is evidenced as early as the 17
th
 century when the majority of slave names that had been 
assigned were derived from the ancient Greek and Roman tradition. Names such as Augustus, 
Neptunus, Cupido, Venus or Caesar were designated (Lambert 2011: 24). Therefore as early 
as the 17
th
 century these classical-colonial identities were forced upon African slaves by the 
colonists.  
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Scholars such as Glenn (2007: 19) believe that classical names were positively given as a 
tribute to symbolise the “spirit of humane celebration and oneness” rather than as a means to 
degrade or belittle the African cultures. Although this statement may be true, the second and 
more popular perspective, by scholars such as Lambert (2011) and Dubin (2009), suggests 
that renaming was done mostly with a negative, derogative intention which enforced the 
power of the Europeans over the African slaves. One of the more popular examples in this 
regard occurs in 1810 in the case of the Khoikhoi woman, Saartjie (Sarah) Bartmann. 
Bartmann‟s body exemplified steatopygia, the formation of large fat deposits in her buttocks 
and hips creating an abnormal body structure; as a result of her perceived deformity she 
became a public spectacle and developed celebrity status (Dubin 2009: 90). She was stripped 
naked and paraded in front of people both for public curiosity and in the name of science. She 
was christened, and publically referred to as the Hottentot Venus; in giving her this name, 
argues Dubin, “one senses sarcasm, scorn, a sneer on the part of nineteenth-century 
Europeans” (Dubin 2009: 88).  
Similarly, during the 1700-1800‟s the renaming of African slaves with ancient European 
names reveals the nature of the relationship between the colonisers and the colonised. These 
new names were usually selected to conform to either a martial or an erotic nature; as a result 
the Africans were not only sexualised but were also reminded of their place within a colonial 
society (Lambert 2011: 24). Says Lambert: “In the minds of the slaves and the „free‟ 
indigenous peoples, […], the classical tradition is thus inscribed, from the outset of its 
reception in South Africa, in relationships of dominance and subservience (Lambert 2011: 
24). One of the first introductions of classics at the Cape therefore not only created a link 
between the colonialists, domination and classicism, but also created an association between 
colonial identity and classics. The reformation of identity is a common theme throughout 
South African history and is a concept filled with complexities, such as those arising from a 
history of colonial domination, forced imperialist ideologies and racist authority.  
The second occurrence that played a role in introducing classics in South Africa was through 
the formation of schools and educational curricula. The first schools that Jan van Riebeeck 
established were slave schools and were exclusively aimed at educating African slaves in the 
Dutch language and religion; these schools were for the most part wholly unsuccessful 
(Lambert 2011: 22-23). In 1714 Jan van Riebeeck then decided to open the first formal Latin 
School that would cater to the white sons of the French Huguenot, the Dutch and the German 
settlers; this school closed in 1730 and only years later in 1793 was a second school 
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established that aimed exclusively at teaching Greek and Latin (Lambert 2011: 25). 
Accordingly, although the Dutch Jan van Riebeeck attempted to cultivate classics, it was 
mostly the British colonial regime that nurtured classicism in the colonies. The British 
occupation introduced for the first time Latin in schools that were effectively run by the 
church (Parker 2012: 14). These schools were primarily established to educate the children of 
the colonists; these elitist schools were therefore centred on the European traditions of this 
time in which classical languages (Latin in particular) played a significant role (Parker 2012: 
15).  
The third significant occurrence of classics in South Africa can be evidenced in the remnants 
of colonial architecture particularly that which was designed in the 19
th
 century. The primary 
examples are the Union Building and the Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria. The design of 
the Union Building by Herbert Baker has been attributed to his relationship with Cecil John 
Rhodes, his travels in the Mediterranean and his personal interest in ancient Greece and 
Rome (Evans 2007: 142-143). Cecil John Rhodes had a deep interest in the classics even 
though his particular knowledge in ancient Greek and Latin was mostly “deficient” (Lambert 
2011: 61). Rhodes befriended the architect Herbert Baker, who after Rhodes‟ death, and 
having been exposed to classics through Rhodes and his own travels, designed the 
neoclassical building known as the Union Building in Pretoria (Parker 2012: 15). The design 
of the Union Building, reflecting the “imagery of imperialism and the ideology that 
underpinned it”, was inspired by both Graeco-Roman and Italian Renaissance styles 
evidenced, for example, through the terraces of the semi-circular stoa piazza similar to the 
seats found in Greek theatres (Evans 2007: 143).  
The second example of architecture inspired by classical antiquity is evidenced through the 
Voortrekker Monument in Pretoria. The architect of the monument was Gerard Moerdijk and 
his familiarity with the classical world can be evidenced by his design choices: the enclosed 
central tower of the Voortrekker Monument is inspired by that of a Hellenistic Mausoleum; 
the height and base of the tower which equal each other in measurement invokes similar 
concepts from the Parthenon; the hole in the roof is representative of the hole designed in 
Agrippa‟s Pantheon; the entrance was left simple similar to Trajan‟s Column while the 
detailed carvings and friezes invoke classical influences but make use of African references 
through statues of the local animals and the Voortrekkers (Evans 2007: 146-149).  
The architecture of the Union Building and the Voortrekker Monument remains one of the 
more significant, permanent reminders of colonial-interpreted classicism that was brought to 
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South Africa. These buildings not only invoke classical inspiration, but they also invoke 
inspiration from both Afrikaner and British ideologies. Indeed, prior to the First World War 
the architecture of the buildings constructed by the colonists reflected the architectural 
traditions that were popular in Britain at the time (Demissie 1997: 352).  
Subtle classical inspiration in architecture can further be seen through colonial building 
designs in towns such as those established in Stellenbosch, Cape Town and Durban. The style 
of architecture of the older Stellenbosch University buildings reflects the political ideals of 
the imperialists; indeed it was towards the end of the 18
th
 century that the Old Main Building 
in Stellenbosch was designed in a whitewashed neo-classical style invoking the tradition of 
Graeco-Roman architecture (Claassen 2009: 72). Furthermore, essences of a Greek temple 
can also be found at the St Stephen‟s Church in Cape Town (Claassen 2009: 70). In Durban, 
classical inspired architecture can be found at the Durban City Hall; the triangular pediment 
and the columns all around the building invoke a similar design to ancient Greek temples. 
According to the KwaZulu-Natal Institute for Archaeology (KZNIA), the Durban Club, the 
commercial buildings in Florida road, the police and fire station and the Charleston buildings 
all invoke not only Victorian and Edwardian characteristics but they also (as the Victorian 
style was known to have roots in Greek and Roman architecture) invoke elements of 
classicism (Peters 2014). The KZNIA states that the post office in Durban “is considered the 
best example of classical revival in South Africa” (Peters 2014).  
5.5 South African museums pre-1994  
Another way that classics, particularly classical antiquities, were brought to South Africa was 
through the establishment of colonial museums. The original emergence of the private garden 
and palace museums in Europe, as discussed above, not only encouraged the collection of 
classical antiquities but also encouraged the emergence of the public museum. A result of the 
owners of these museums changing the environment of their collections from private and 
invitation-only to those of a more public form of display, was the origin of the public 
museum (Hepple 2001: 111). With its birth in Europe, the concept of the private museum 
quickly spread to the colonies; the museum therefore became deeply imbedded in 
colonisation and imperialism (Mackenzie 2009: 2-4). In South Africa museums such as the 
South African Museum (established in 1825), the Albany Museum (established in 1855), the 
Port Elizabeth Museum (established in 1857) and the Durban Natural Science Museum 
(established in 1887) were modelled on the great public museums of the metropole (Masters 
forthcoming). As the public museum emerged from a European design, the establishment of 
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this museum in the 19
th
 century initially represented strictly Western ideologies and 
continued to do so in South Africa until the fall of apartheid.  
Museums became symbols, representatives of the European empire and the political power 
that resided in the colonies (Lakshmi 2010: 102). They became physical archives, displaying 
the achievements of the various colonies and as a result came to embody a “civic, colonial, 
national and imperial power” through the display of various material cultures (Mackenzie 
2009: 6-8). Wright and Mazel state that in all the museums particularly throughout Natal 
(pre-1988) the history of the European settlement is the most common theme and is depicted 
wholly as a success story at the expense of African history (Wright and Mazel 1988: 62-64). 
As settler history was a prominent theme in these Eurocentric museums they therefore also 
contributed to the domination of colonial identities over South African identities present 
throughout the country.  
For the most part, pre-colonial African history was absent in early South African museums. 
Wright and Mazel state that: “In many museums there are no displays whatever to indicate 
that human history in the Natal region goes back over a million years before the 
establishment of European settlement”, although there are few museums that depict early 
South African history, most museums “entirely avoid the issue of who occupied the land 
before the arrival of European settlers” (1988: 63-64). Furthermore, Lakshmi states that in the 
few museums that did include African artefacts the racial distortions “paralleled the 
coloniser‟s political goals and their hierarchical discourse of “superior” and “inferior” 
(Lakshmi 2010: 103). 
Over time these museum displays that were centred on European history became less popular 
and new ways were sought to attract museum visitors. As a result, displays depicting 
controversial subjects such as those of human remains, skulls and skeletons, and other 
cultures became immensely popular (Mackenzie 2009: 10). These controversial subjects were 
interpreted through a Eurocentric framework with the European ideal as the model, and as a 
result subjects were often misunderstood and then misrepresented in display. The fascination 
with looking at cultures through a scientific microscope is revealed not only in the display of 
human remains but also in depictions of living models. These controversial displays 
involving the living and the dead can be evidenced through two South African case studies, 
namely that of Saartjie Bartmann (discussed above) and the so-called “Bushman diorama” at 
the South African Museum in Cape Town. The first case, that of Saartjie Bartmann, offers 
insight not only into the evolution of museum displays but additionally highlights the issue of 
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identity that is prevalent throughout South African history. The second case draws attention 
to the dehumanising manner in which the South African Bushmen (San) were cast, perceived 
and misrepresented in the museum locale.  
As Bartmann‟s steatopygia became of morbid fascination to both scientists and the public she 
was compelled to travel the world and have her body paraded in public for the curiosity and 
pleasure of others. Under the management of Hendrik Cezar, she travelled to England, Paris, 
Ireland and Scotland displayed as a living model, defined as a “freak of nature”; with little (or 
no) clothing, she was expected to model in front of large crowds of the public and was 
subjected to continuous gawking and prodding from spectators (Dubin 2009: 89). The 
curiosity with her abnormality, or uniqueness, continued even after her death when she 
became the subject of scientific post-mortem examination. Upon her death in 1815, Baron 
Georges Cuvier made a plaster model of her body, he “dissected the corpse, separated her 
skeleton, articulated and placed it in a glass display cabinet, and had her brain and genitals 
conserved in preserving fluid”; Bartmanns remains were later placed on display in the Musée 
de l‟Homme and were only returned to South Africa in 2002 (Dubin 2009: 90-91). It is 
evident that in giving Bartmann the name Hottentot Venus, by parading her in public in a 
demeaning manner and by removing her from her homeland, her personal and African 
identity was stripped from her. Even after her death museums used her preserved remains as 
attractions for museum visitors. It is evident from the above that Bartmann was viewed as a 
specimen for curiosity she was examined and compared with the European ideal, and that she 
and her African culture were misunderstood and misrepresented as a result. 
It was likely a result of the combination of the increasing European interest in understanding 
the African other and in the collecting of human remains that contributed to the creation of 
cultural dioramas in museums in South Africa (as well as across the world). The second case 
study, the Bushman diorama, demonstrates the manner in which black South African cultures 
were represented through static displays within local museums in the 20
th
 century. The 
diorama project was undertaken from 1907-1924 by Dr. Louis Péringuey and James Drury 
(the modeller) and consisted of 68 casts housed at the South African Museum (SAM) (Dubin 
2009: 56). As the name suggests, the Bushman diorama consisted of casts of the South 
African San people in their natural environment alongside a variety of their commonly used 
items and dressed in what was considered to be their traditional clothing (Masters 
forthcoming). The representation of the San culture in this manner was unintentionally 
objectifying, evidently made from a stereotypical outside perspective as opposed to an inside, 
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experienced standpoint. Although the modern scholar would interpret the diorama as a 
controversial display today, its subject matter was a popular interest during the 20
th
 century.  
Being represented to a different cultural community as a group of primitive people affected 
the public view of the San culture. Indeed, as they were still represented as the other some 
people continued to see them as “no more than advanced primates” (Mackenzie 2009: 91). 
By representing these Bushmen from an outside perspective, in stripping them almost naked, 
by using preconceived ideas of how they lived and by placing the San culture in a public 
diorama had a negative impact on the existing identities of Bushmen. Though, on a positive 
note, they were heralded in the museum displays as the original people of the Cape, on the 
other hand, their culture was not studied thoroughly enough or represented appropriately. As 
a result museum locales and displays representing these Bushmen, and their identities, were 
imbued with Eurocentric ideologies and identities. According to Prah “[m]ost white South 
Africans (but by no means all) see the past and the future through the cultural, economic 
and social spectacles they have historically worn” (Prah 2008: 15). Irrespective of the 
intention of bringing the San culture to the forefront, the European-San identity that was 
created and the poor cultural understanding and representation isolated them further in 
society. Davison states that the “Bushmen were indeed „miscast‟, fixed in a timeless 
depiction of an imagined past that occluded the public memory of their dispossession and 
decimation” (Davison 1998: 145). In modern society, displays of such a derogatory nature are 
unthinkable and much more care is now taken when attempting to represent something that is 
less known in the world.  
This section has highlighted the evolution of the museum locale from its start in private 
houses to public environments, and additionally drawn attention to the manner in which 
museum material and history was displayed in early South African museums. The cases of 
Saartjie Bartmann and the Bushman diorama emphasise the early imparting of Eurocentric 
perspectives and ideologies on African identities stressing the complexities that still lie in 
defining identity throughout South Africa even today. Additionally, it highlights the museum 
as one of the main vehicles through which not only identity but also heritage is defined, 
contested and misrepresented, and furthermore draws attention to how most museum locales 
are influenced by the politics of the country. 
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5.6 The collection of classical artefacts and South African museums  
It was partly as a result of the colonists‟ Eurocentric ideology as well as their background in 
classical education, combined with the private collection of classical artefacts in Europe and 
the European belief that the ancient Greek and Roman civilisations represented the epitome 
of culture that artefacts of a classical nature started to appear in South African museums. 
During the 19
th
 century classical artefacts began to find their way to South African shores; 
becoming subjects of display for some established South African colonial museums. The 
South African Museum in Cape Town, the Albany Museum in Grahamstown, the Port 
Elizabeth Museum and the Durban Natural History Museum, all acquired and began to 
display classical artefacts. The preliminary Thuthuka study has shown that these artefacts 
were acquired – mostly through donations – rather than purchases (Masters forthcoming).  
5.6.1 A case study: The Iziko collection 
The case study of the collection at the South African Museum (SAM, now owned by Iziko) 
has already been completed by the Thuthuka project and is therefore useful as an example of 
the collecting practices of a colonial state museum. The museum was established in 1825 by 
Lord Charles Somerset, Governor of the Cape Colony and Dr Andrew Smith, doctor of 
medicine and avid collector of natural history and ethnographic material (Mackenzie 2009: 
80). The museum was originally housed in the Old Supreme Court Building of the former 
Dutch East India Company Slave Lodge; its original intention was to serve as an exhibition 
of the “natural products of the company” (Masters forthcoming). The SAM‟s primary goal 
was to serve the colony in collecting objects of the Cape and familiarise the people of the 
Colony with the surrounding natural elements (Masters forthcoming). An appeal was made to 
the public for donations for the museum and as a result a variety of specimens, objects and 
artefacts was received (Mackenzie 2009: 81).  
Most of the expansion of the museum‟s collection was reliant on donations from colonial, 
white, private collectors and as such, the museum acquired a large variety of objects (Masters 
forthcoming). In 1855 museum reports mention (for the first time in extant records) a display 
case as featuring a mixture of items including Egyptian relics, Greek relics, birds eggs, casts 
and an embroidered jacket, all displayed in one case (Mackenzie 2009: 85). In 1896 the SAM 
moved to a building in the Company‟s Gardens and was “well established as an important 
colonial natural history museum”; in 1929 the museum received its largest donation of 
classical antiquities by Alfred Aaron de Pass (Masters forthcoming). Masters (forthcoming) 
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has found that while classical antiquities such as those donated by de Pass were certainly 
appreciated by the SAM, they were not particularly sought after by the museum. The majority 
of such items found their way into the collection through donations and bequests and 
therefore they were not part of an official acquisitions policy.  
Throughout the 20
th
 century the museum‟s collection continued to expand in variety and the 
need arose to divide the contents into two distinct categories of Cultural History and Natural 
History. In 1963 the antiquities and colonial historical artefacts were moved to the new 
location of the South African Cultural History Museum (SACHM) in the former Slave 
Lodge; the remaining collection, including artefacts of local indigenous people and the 
Bushman diorama remained part of the Natural History division (Masters forthcoming). 
During the years of apartheid the museum steadily continued to acquire antiquities through 
donations and bequests but also through purchases, though not on a large scale. During the 
1960s, 1970s and 1980s, under the directorship of Dr W Schneewind, the museum made 
several purchases from Folio Fine Art and Charles Ede in London. These items were all 
small-scale pieces such as Roman glass vessels, small metal implements and pottery items 
which were purchased to supplement and enrich those categories of artefacts (Masters 
forthcoming). During this period then, the museum was actively collecting antiquities.  
5.6.2 The Durban tertiary institution collections  
Contrary to the Iziko Museum in Cape Town the classical antiquities collections at the DUT 
and UKZN in Durban are, in both cases, supported by tertiary education institutions. The 
Museum of Classical Archaeology was started by a professor in the Classics Department 
whose interest in the classical world prompted the purchase of the first artefact in 1975/1976. 
The personal relationship with classics is also reflected particularly during the years 1980-
1990 when Professor Anne Mackay was curator of the museum. Her interest in Attic pottery 
is evidenced by the purchase of an Attic black-figure amphora (by the Princeton Painter); 
today this artefact “remains the cornerstone of the collection” (Masters forthcoming).  
Unlike the SAM that was compelled to accept all types of artefacts to contribute to the 
establishment of a museum at the Cape, the curators of the Museum of Classical Archaeology 
were able to be more selective of what they wanted to add as part of the collection. The 
classical civilisations were therefore deliberately chosen to be the primary (and only) focus of 
the Museum of Classical Archaeology. The UND Department of Classics was designed with 
a foyer that would become the Museum of Classical Archaeology; the intention of which was 
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to display the collection, and remain a key feature for the department and student courses. 
Furthermore, its relationship with the university and scholars in classics promoted the 
museum to be incorporated into classics courses that were offered at UKZN. Therefore one of 
the primary intentions of the museum was to be used as an educational tool and teaching aid 
for students, and was supported by both staff and students (Masters forthcoming). While the 
DUT collection of classical antiquities is housed at a university, it is not incorporated into any 
university courses, it does not receive donations for major upkeep and protection of the 
artefacts, it is under the care of a general museum curator (as opposed to the UKZN curators 
who have knowledge and experience with artefacts of this nature) and it has been placed in 
storage awaiting a decision as to whether it should be loaned to another tertiary institution 
(UKZN).  
The SAM was established during the colonial era and relied mostly on its donations by white, 
affluent colonialists most of whom were private collectors themselves. Contrary to the SAM, 
the Museum of Classical Archaeology, as a university museum, relied equally on purchases, 
donations, loans and bequests by tertiary educated gentlemen and women, and other art-based 
institutions but was able to be selective of the artefacts chosen to add to the museum‟s 
collection.  
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CHAPTER SIX 
HERITAGE AND CLASSICS IN THE NEW SOUTH AFRICA 
The second part of the third research question of the project asks whether recent changes in 
heritage management may have had an effect on classical collections in South Africa. Having 
established that the dominant ideology, especially with regard to heritage, pre-1994 was 
Eurocentric in nature, this chapter will address the post-1994 ideological shift from 
Eurocentrism to Afrocentrism and consider how heritage transformation affected South 
African museum locales, and in particular, their antiquities collections. The impact on the two 
Durban collections at the DUT and UKZN will be discussed, and, again, as a point of 
comparison, the impact on the Iziko collection in Cape Town will also be examined. The goal 
of this chapter is to ascertain how and to what extent the journeys and current statuses of 
these collections have been influenced by the heritage policies, especially post-1994, and 
whether there is any difference between the impact on state and university/tertiary institution 
collections.  
6.1 Post-apartheid heritage transformation   
The official end of the apartheid era was signalled when the African National Congress 
(ANC) was voted into power at the first democratic election in South Africa in 1994. 
After the National Party which had been in power during the years of apartheid, the ANC 
strove towards reconciliation, unification and the promotion of democratic ideals. The 
victory of the ANC and the new political ideology resulted in a gradual countrywide 
process of transformation. In the heritage sector, the intention was to shift definitions of 
heritage in South Africa from the exclusive European perspective to include previously 
marginalised or ignored African heritages (ie. neglected histories), and to rewrite these 
heritages back into South African history.  
The concept of Afrocentrism, or Africanism, aptly encompasses the desired intention of 
the national rebirth in post-apartheid South Africa. The term is centred on bringing 
African culture to the forefront, instilling African ideologies and promoting African 
thought, behaviour and culture (Bay 2000: 503-504). Additionally, it is centred on the 
African culture being treated as distinct, original, unique and equal (Hoskins 1992: 251). 
Furthermore Hoskins (1992: 253) suggests Afrocentricity to be “a state of mind, a 
particular subconscious mind-set that is rooted in the African ancestral heritage and 
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communal value system. It represents the „Africanness‟ of a people”, and the concept 
provides Africans with the opportunity and ability to analyse themselves and their 
history from an African perspective. Afrocentricity is not focused on elevating any one 
specific moment in history; its focus is rather directed to the broader history and heritage 
of African people (Bay 2000: 502). Consequently its role is to deconstruct European-
centred thought that aimed at distorting African cultures (Aldridge 2000: 99). 
Afrocentrism therefore aims at rejecting Eurocentric ideologies as well as encouraging, 
giving confidence to and bringing African culture to the forefront. Although the term 
does reject European ideologies in favour of African ideologies, Afrocentrism does not 
allow the suppression of other cultural ideologies, that is to say that the nature of the 
term is not malicious, Africanism must therefore grant space for other non-African 
cultures (Prah 2008: 13). Both Hoskins and Bay link Afrocentrism to the need to 
interpret African history and heritage from an African perspective (Bay 2000: 503-504; 
Hoskins 1992: 250). As the African perspective was lacking in colonial and apartheid-
era South African history, the post-apartheid government directed its attention to 
establishing a new all-inclusive heritage (Bay 2000: 503-504; Hoskins 1992: 250). 
A period of post-independence encourages an emotional and ideological quest to reject 
colonial and, in the case of South Africa, apartheid discourses in order to promote self-
representation (Marschall 2008: 350). In post-apartheid South Africa there was a 
desperate need to redress formerly biased Eurocentric heritages with Afrocentric 
heritages. This process of decolonisation and the promotion of African heritage affected 
all social, economic and political institutions throughout the country; especially those 
organisations who were previously concerned with the promotion of history, such as 
heritage practitioners and curators, were the main vehicles through which the new South 
Africa was promoted (Baines 2007: 167).  
The post-apartheid heritage sector underwent immense transformation. In order to ensure 
success the process of transformation occurred at a gradual pace over several years. 
Corsane (2004: 7) suggests that there are three main ideas that would make post-1994 
changes in heritage and museum management more inclusive of all South African 
cultures: firstly that the concept of heritage be redefined to include all national heritages, 
secondly that these new heritages should be appropriately integrated and managed, and 
thirdly that communities should have an active involvement in heritage management. In 
order to become culturally all-inclusive and well-managed, changes in heritage were 
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implemented in a variety of ways such as through the passing of new bills and acts, 
through the changing of street names, the construction and deconstruction of monuments 
as well as through the establishment of new (and revision of pre-existing) museum 
displays.  
Although the process of transformation is evident as early as the 1990‟s; one of the more 
significant changes took place in 1994. It was as a result of the creation of the Ministry 
and Department of Arts, Culture, Science and Technology (DACST) that brought 
heritage and museums sectors under one department (Corsane 2004: 9). These sectors 
worked together to prioritise, manage and promote the rebirth of national heritage in 
South Africa. Working under the DACST, the Arts and Culture Task Group (ACTAG) 
investigated previously contested heritage policies and began drafting policies that were 
more suitable to the new South Africa; in 1996 the DACST (acting on a report delivered 
by the ACTAG) officially recognised tangible and intangible heritage as two separate, 
and equally important, heritage divisions that would both require separate consideration 
in the promotion of heritage (Corsane 2004: 9). Furthermore, in 1996 the South African 
government established a national holiday that would be used to commemorate its 
diverse history and heritage and consequently the 24
th
 September was deemed National 
Heritage Day. National Heritage Day serves as a day to remind and encourage South 
Africans to unite and celebrate their diversity. Its function is to remember the struggles 
that all South Africans have faced in the past and aim towards celebrating a united and 
democratic future. Annually the national department sets a heritage day theme and 
throughout the month celebrations and exhibitions are held to raise awareness (Deacon 
2010: 172).  
This redefinition and renewal of post-apartheid heritage additionally resulted in the 
establishment of the Legacy Project in 1997. A Cabinet in the DACST composed a draft 
for the Legacy Project whose stated aims were to promote and facilitate the 
establishment of new museums, monuments, heritage sites and historical naming 
throughout South Africa (Rassool 2000: 10). The result of this project can be evidenced 
in the early establishment of new museum locales such as the Mandela Museum ( in 
Transkei), the Robben Island Museum (in Cape Town), the Apartheid Museum (outside 
Johannesburg) and the Hektor Peterson Museum (in Soweto); additionally museums such 
as the Museum Africa (in Johannesburg), the District Six Museum (in Cape Town), the 
KwaMuhle Museum (in Durban) and the National Cultural History Museum (in Pretoria) 
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focused specifically on depicting the lives of ordinary African people (Saunders 2007: 
191-192). The aims of these museums were to present previously neglected history, to 
represent those who had been previously marginalised, to commemorate those who 
fought in the struggle and to act as symbols of liberation and freedom. While there was a 
need to promote African history above European history especially post -1994, the 
continuous separation of these institutions into Afrocentric and Eurocent ric divisions 
inadvertently continued the tradition of historical division.  
The heritage transformation process is also evident through the implementation of the 
National Heritage Bill in 1998. The function of the bill was to “transform the apartheid 
heritage structures of South Africa” ultimately creating heritage management that is 
inclusive and promotes nation-building; furthermore the bill establishes the National 
Heritage Council (NHC) that develops strategies within the heritage sector for job 
creation and tourism, and is also responsible for establishing relationships between 
national and international cultural and heritage institutions (Galla 1999: 39). The content 
of the National Heritage Bill was divided into two categories namely the National 
Heritage Council Act and the National Heritage Resources Act (Corsane 2004: 11). 
While the NHC Act was administrated by the NHC, the National Heritage Resources Act 
would be administrated by the South African Heritage Resource Agency (SAHRA).  
In order to promote new heritages in South Africa, in 1999 SAHRA passed new 
legislation that aimed at moving National Heritage Resources management forward in 
six ways; its first aim was to promote healing by redressing discrimination from the 
colonial and apartheid past; its second aim was to introduce a practical heritage 
resources management system; the third aim was to use principles and terminology from 
the Burra Charter, the Venice Charter and the World Heritage Convention as guidelines 
in South African management; its fourth aim was to allow the undertaking of surveys, 
granting permits and evaluation of heritage resources by national, provincial and local 
government authorities; its fifth way of moving forward was to include the public in 
decisions about conservation and heritage management; and lastly it placed strict control 
and protection on the exporting and importing of certain heritage objects (Deacon 2010: 
165-167). These six aims therefore encouraged nation-building by promoting healing, 
community participation and by setting standards for the protection of South African 
heritage, and additionally ensured that all South African heritages would be promoted 
and protected.  
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The post-1994 changes in South African heritage were not only evident in the passing of 
bills and acts but were also applied to the community through historical renaming and 
monument construction. Names that were designated and monuments that were 
constructed during the colonial and apartheid era often paid tribute exclusively to 
European history. The process of renaming was one of the easiest ways to facilitate 
cautious transformation throughout the country: the Northern Province was renamed 
Limpopo; towns in the province lost the names designated by Voortrekkers and were 
given African names; Verwoerdburg was renamed Centurion; D.F Malan airport changed 
to Cape Town International airport and the Jan Smuts airport was first renamed 
Johannesburg International airport and was later changed to O.R Tambo International 
airport (Saunders 2007: 186-188). Furthermore, new monuments such as the Women‟s 
Monument in Pretoria; the Mahatma Gandhi monument in Pietermaritzburg and Steve 
Biko statue in East London were constructed in an attempt to represent and celebrate the 
people that had previously been marginalised in history (Saunders 2007: 188-191).  
The construction of these new Afrocentric monuments did not necessarily imply the 
destruction of Eurocentric monuments. Most monuments that were established during the 
colonial and apartheid era were not removed because the destruction of these cultural 
symbols would represent eradication of heritage and could as a result lead to violence 
(Marschall 2008: 351). Having recently emerged from a violent past it was considered 
unwise to encourage the removal of any South African heritage during the time of 
transformation. Recently in 2014 the debate has reopened. A statue of Cecil John 
Rhodes, South Africa‟s arch-colonialist, on the campus of the University of Cape Town 
(UCT) was the subject of heated discussion and protest.  
The statue of Rhodes was situated on the Upper Campus of the university and depicts a 
seated Cecil John Rhodes. The “Rhodes Must Fall” debate was initiated after students 
protested that the memorial stood as a reminder of the oppression and exploitation of the 
people by Rhodes and the colonial regime. The argument considers Rhodes as “a racist 
imperialist whose immense wealth was accumulated through exploitation of cheap, 
subjugated black migrant workers from natural resources that rightfully belonged to the 
indigenous people of South Africa” (Davenport 2014). As a result of student protests, 
university debates and statue defacement, in April 2015 the Rhodes statue was 
consequently removed from campus and moved to storage awaiting a decision, by the 
government of the Western Cape, concerning its future (News24 2015). The aversion to 
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monuments that pay tribute to colonialists or, on the other hand, Afrikaner heroes, is not 
limited to the Western Cape. In KwaZulu-Natal, at the UKZN the colonial-era statue of 
King George VI was also defaced (Hess 2015) and in Pretoria, the statue of Paul Kruger 
in Church Square was covered in green paint (Shange 2015).  
Therefore both acts of renaming roads or cities, and commemorating past influential 
people through monuments were (and still are) symbolically important contributions to 
the new South Africa. Consequently the removal of the Rhodes statue is less about the 
actual statue of Rhodes but viewed on the symbolic level,  it reveals that the conversation 
about the process of decolonisation is still ongoing, 21 years after the fall of apartheid. It 
is necessary to further shift focus and to liberate African identities; to continue the 
process of gradual change away from Eurocentric dominated history towards Afrocentric  
heritage.  
6.2 Post-1994 South African museums  
The national post-apartheid shift from Eurocentrism towards Afrocentrism also inspired 
the need for museum locales and displays to change accordingly. Post -apartheid 
museums such as the District Six Museum (1994) and the Robben Island Museum (1997) 
were therefore established to present other facets of South African history. Emerging 
from a history of racial violence these two physical locales (amongst others) came to 
represent liberation and triumph. In 1966 the district called District Six in Cape Town 
was declared a “whites only” neighbourhood; as a result thousands of residents were 
forcibly removed and their houses consequently bulldozed (Lakshmi 2010: 105). Housed 
in the former district Methodist Church the District Six Museum was established in 1994 
and represents the various collections of memories from a community that had 
experienced harsh discrimination during apartheid (Dubin 2009: 119). It stands as a 
place where the former residents are encouraged to remember their community, and 
where they can positively confront and engage with their past. Memorabilia such as 
original street signs were collected and placed on display in an attempt to recreate the 
pre-existing neighbourhood; in addition a map of the district was placed on the floor of 
the museum hall and the former residents were invited to identify, label and describe 
places that were once significant to them (Nanda 2004: 384). Consequently, this museum 
has been established in a symbolic space and the exhibitions have been created from 
reconstructed memories from individual and shared histories.  
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Similarly the Robben Island prison that once held slaves, criminals and the mentally-ill 
has also been reconstructed as a space that through invocation of past  indiscretions 
ultimately now stands as a symbol for triumph and freedom. Amongst other well-known 
anti-apartheid revolutionaries, the prison is most famous for detaining former president 
of South Africa, Nelson Mandela; after the island released its last prisoners in 1996 its 
role as a place of confinement and discrimination ceased (Dubin 2009: 156). To 
commemorate the political prisoners who fought for a democratic South Africa, the 
Robben Island prison was converted to a museum. When the Robben Island Museum 
(RIM) was opened in 1997 some ex-prisoners were requested to act as curators and tour 
guides, and to share their personal first-hand experiences in the prison (Dubin 2009: 
156). The RIM tour topics included subjects addressing confined daily life rout ine, 
controlled sleeping arrangements, dietary restrictions, strenuous labour tasks, and even 
included stories of the violence and cruelty that was delivered by the guards (Dubin 
2009: 156). These personal experiences coupled with the tours delivered at the physical 
site of trauma resulted in the museum becoming one of the largest symbols for liberation 
in South Africa. Both the District Six Museum and the Robben Island Museum illustrate 
the diverse collective heritages of the country; once representatives of struggle, 
banishment and pain these post-apartheid locales now seem to represent triumph (Galla 
1999: 40). As a result of the nation-wide change that occurred post-1994 many sites of 
contestation were re-evaluated. Consequently, the change in meaning for these 
previously contested sites therefore served as a therapeutic tool in the unification of the 
nation.   
6.2.1 Some difficulties with heritage transformation 
While the heritage transformation encouraged overall positive development, it should be 
noted that the transformation process also encountered some difficulties regarding “whose 
heritage” and the role of heritage. Museums were key locales through which the changes in 
the heritage policy, memory of history and identity were expressed and through which the 
new South Africa could be promoted. There are five main concerns that will be addressed 
that are still present in South Africa after the heritage transformation: firstly that memories 
are constructed, selected and manipulated; secondly that there are too many identities in the 
country for heritage to be all inclusive; thirdly that defining heritage is problematic as there 
are too many discrepancies; fourthly that heritage has assumed a therapeutic role and has 
therefore become burdened with presenting a cure; and finally that, as a result of the previous 
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four issues, negative heritage (that is the manipulation and exploitation of identity and 
memory for the promotion of heritage) has emerged.  
The first problem associated with heritage transformation in South Africa is that memories 
are both constructed and manipulated in museum environments. “Museums give material 
form to authorised versions of the past”; these material forms are accessed by selecting 
what to include and exclude, and what to remember and forget about the past (Davison 
1998: 145). Certain historical events were therefore carefully selected and analysed in 
order to create a specific museum display. After apartheid, South African museum 
displays were orientated towards representing the Afrocentric perspective of history; 
certain events and locations such as the imprisonment of Nelson Mandela at Robben 
Island, the District Six forced removals and the Dutch East India Company Slave Lodge 
were selected to serve as reminders and representatives of the struggle years. Indeed 
“memorials, ceremonies, heritage sites, and commemorative practices, are among the 
major institutions involved in collective memory making” (Nanda 2004: 379). Memories 
from private and public spheres were used to construct the new national memory and 
would as a result be used to bring the previously marginalised cultures to the forefront. 
Davison labels this process as “selective amnesia” whereby people are being told what is 
best to remember and what is best to forget from the past resulting in the reshaping of 
history (Davison 1998: 147). Memories and history therefore have become easy tools for 
political gain through manipulation and exploitation, and would invariably contribute 
towards a more national unification and identity rather than promoting individual 
identities (McDowell 2008: 41). 
The second problem that is evident in the heritage transformation process is the presence 
of plural identities, and the inability for heritage to ultimately become all-inclusive. 
Colonial identities were imposed on the pre-established inhabitants of South Africa 
during colonisation; the complex issues involving identity in South Africa is therefore 
linked to western traditions of colonisation, force and dominance (William 2009: 428). 
The end of apartheid and the arrival of democracy encouraged the need to create a new 
national identity that could incorporate and celebrate all the diverse ethnic cultures and 
histories of the nation (Nanda 2004: 379).  
Both Lambert and William agree that a person‟s identity rarely exists as a singular 
concept, that people are rather constructed from a multiplicity of identities; and that the 
assimilation and amalgamation of these multiple identities often results in ambiguities of 
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the self (Lambert 2011: 9; William 2009: 426). The existence and complications of 
plural identities are present in South African history. Lambert believes that identities are 
formed by various discourses and ideologies to which people are exposed (Lambert 
2011: 8). Identities are influenced through many points of exposure including private, 
community and national experiences and each of these discourses have an individual 
history themselves; identity is therefore never static (Lambert 2011: 8; William 2009: 
426). As identities are continuously evolving and changing it becomes a challenge to 
pinpoint a single aspect of a person‟s identity, and to only promote the chosen aspect. 
Additionally, as a person‟s identity is created from many influences no single person‟s 
identity could be the same. The reason that identity is understood to be a complex issue 
in South Africa is that it is inherently imbedded in the complex history of the country; 
South African history is indeed filled with many stories of migration and “painful 
negotiations” as a result of colonisation and apartheid (Lambert 2011: 11). Furthermore, 
exposure to a multiplicity of identities has resulted in a hybridisation of African and 
European identities. Naturally when apartheid ended there was a need to shed the 
colonial identities even though they had in reality already become part of South African 
identity. 
The result of adopting a multiplicity of identities, of migrating (willingly and 
unwillingly) from one place to another, and of being exposed to and forced to adopt 
foreign identities contributed to the formation of many diverse identities in South Africa. 
One consequence of both colonisation and apartheid was the need for Africans to adapt 
their identity to a European identity that was, for the most part, imposed on them. The 
result of this was a merge towards an Afro-European identity, a form of identity that 
neither rejects the inherent identity nor fully accepts the imposed identity. Therefore 
after the fall of apartheid, those people whose identity had been manipulated and adapted 
strove to shed the imposed Eurocentric ideologies. For most, this meant denying a key 
part of their history.  
As a result of the presence of many identities throughout the country the term “rainbow 
nation” was introduced by Archbishop Desmond Tutu to positively symbolise the 
multiculturalism in South Africa (Meskell 2011: 64). The term stood as a representation 
of the acceptance of the diverse cultures and was ultimately meant to form part of an all-
inclusive national identity (Nanda 2004: 379). At the onset the concept of a diverse 
rainbow people and nation seemed appropriate within the concept of national rebirth, and 
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indeed it was successful for the most part. Over time, the sudden shift from a Eurocentric 
mentality to an Afrocentric mentality resulted in the decline in the country‟s 
multicultural euphoria (Du Toit 2009: 22). After frequent use the rainbow started to fade; 
the appeal of the uniqueness of multiculturalism slowly waned as the complications in 
defining “South Africa identity”, and including the multiplicity of identities, remained a 
present issue.  
The third problem concerning South African heritage transformation is that to define 
heritage is not as simple in a multi-ethnic society. South African narratives are 
constructed from personal and commercial concepts of heritage, identity and memory 
respectively. In South Africa, one of the challenges when attempting to access and 
promote heritage is in keeping alive several versions of the past without placing 
preference on any specific event and without ignoring the fissures that had occurred from 
them (Nuttall and Coetzee 1998: 14). Furthermore Shepherd accurately highlights the 
issues surrounding the dualistic nature of heritage stating that heritage is contradictory in 
almost every sense of the word (Shepherd 2006: 127). Says Shepherd: It is “local and 
global; a point of identity and difference; inclusive and exclusive; past and present; light 
and serious; birthright and burden; weighs down and sets free; fixed and on the move; 
positive and negative and is about remembering and forgetting” (Shepherd 2006: 125-
138). Heritage can therefore not easily be reinvented and become all-inclusive due to the 
issues surrounding its dualistic nature by definition.  
The fourth problem concerning heritage transformation in South Africa is the therapeutic 
role that heritage is expected to assume. According to Galla (1999: 39) “South Africa is 
a country with deep historical, racial, ethnic, class, linguistic, regional, cultural and 
gender divisions characterised by centuries of colonialism and decades of fascism. The 
fostering of a shared sense of place, identity, history and heritage among the diversity of 
groups is essential for sustainable nation-building”. Within the context of South African 
history much importance has been placed on heritage to restore and unite the nation in a 
single cause towards nation-building. The role therefore of post-apartheid South Africa 
was to unite all cultures within the country and bring them equally to the forefront in 
order to move past a history of discrimination and racism. Heritage as a result adopted a 
therapeutic role. It was aimed at “past labouring in the service of a better future, a 
progressive and productive benefit to all” (Meskell and Sheermeyer 2008: 156).  
Selecting a post-1994 South African heritage was therefore believed to be the cure for 
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the imbalances of the past, and the responsibility of the new South African heritage 
therefore became heavily imbued with expectation of successful unification, acceptance 
and forgiveness.  
The final problem concerning heritage transformation in South Africa resulted from 
identity and memory being manipulated and exploited, and is what Meskell (2002) has 
termed “negative heritage”. Meskell defines negative heritage as a site of conflict that 
becomes “the repository of negative memory in the collective imaginary. As a site of 
memory, negative heritage occupies a dual role: it can be mobilised for positive didactic 
purposes […] or alternatively be erased if such places cannot be cu lturally rehabilitated 
and thus resist incorporation into the national imaginary […]” (Meskell 2002: 558). 
Certain historical sites in South Africa, that were once painful reminders of a violent and 
oppressed past, have been turned into sites that use negative memories to promote 
positive memories. For example an attempt has been made to transform sites such as 
District Six and Robben Island (discussed earlier), and the negative memories associated 
with them, into symbols of hope and reconciliation for both local and global objectives. 
While these sites are places that South Africans and tourists visit to remember and 
appreciate the past, in regularly returning to them and making the past a prominent 
feature of the recovering present, the heritage that was meant to positively represent 
unification, nation building, healing and forgiveness could simultaneously represent a 
negative heritage.  
This therapeutic role that heritage has been expected to take as well as the emergence of 
negative heritage have both stemmed from underlying problems concerning heritage in 
South Africa. The continuous deconstruction and reconstruction of heritage in museum 
locales has allowed South African heritage to become manipulated and exploited for 
political gain; the issues surrounding “whose heritage” in South Africa have resulted in 
the formation of plural identities. As a result these many identities have formed part of a 
new national identity yet the dualistic nature of heritage suggests that heritage can never 
truly become all-inclusive (which is the desired goal of heritage in South Africa).  
Heritage, memory and identity have therefore become three primary points for 
manipulation. The five concerns regarding heritage illustrate the difficulties that 
museums have had to encounter post-1994.  
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6.3 Classical collections and the new heritage policy 
The promotion and transformation of South African heritage (including the continuous 
struggle of the aforementioned heritage issues) may provide some explanation as to why 
only 4 out of the 17 collections of classical antiquities remain on display in South 
African museums. 
6.3.1 The Durban tertiary institutions collections 
In order to assess whether the two classical collections in Durban, at the DUT and the 
UKZN, were affected in any way by these changes, the histories of both museum locales 
and collections have been discussed in Chapter 4. The potential impact of ideology on 
collection practices has been further discussed in Chapter 5. This section of the current 
chapter will therefore specifically investigate and speculate as to the relationship 
between these collections, heritage transformation and the current status of the two 
collections. 
The DUT collection of classical antiquities was placed in storage three times: firstly, at some 
stage between 1948-1984; secondly from 1994-1997 and lastly in 2013. The first possible 
storage time occurred between when the collection was initially donated and when Cook 
mentions the collection in 1984. The collection was originally on display for a short period of 
time and placed in storage because of the unsuitability of the display case (Cook 1984). The 
second time the collection was placed in storage occurred when the collection was recalled 
from UKZN in 1994. One reason that the collection was recalled towards the end of the year 
could be attributed to the new changes in the roles of museums that were instigated post-
apartheid affecting both the DUT and UKZN collections. It is also possible that the pressure 
that was placed on museums after the fall of apartheid redirected attention towards all 
collections that were owned by museums – both reasons, however, remain conjecture and are 
unlikely.  
The records show that the decision to recall the collection to DUT was made by the Art 
Gallery Committee for the purpose of putting it on display in the library. The collection was 
placed in storage until a suitable case could be purchased, and it was put on display once this 
was achieved. Therefore, the Art Gallery Committee at least had an interest in placing the 
collection on display to be viewed and the necessary finances were provided by the institution 
for the cabinet. How much interest was actually shown in the collection at any point by the 
student body or the lecturers is difficult to gauge. The fact that the collection was placed in 
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storage for the third time in 2013, as per the decision of the curator, as well as my limited 
personal observations of its “invisibility” in the library, suggests that it was not particularly 
integral to the library environment, to any department or to the institution at large.  
The gaps in information pertaining to this collection have made it difficult to fully assess the 
effect that the heritage policy may have had on the collection being placed in storage. Apart 
from the speculation surrounding the second storage period, the DUT collection has no 
obvious connection with the changes in heritage transformation that occurred through the 
country post-1994. In fact the opposite might be true, that the collection only had marginal 
value and interest during the apartheid years, that it only existed because it was donated by an 
American Consulate (in other words it was unsolicited) and went into storage for some time 
during that era. In 1994 its recall to the DUT means that it was at that point considered of 
sufficient interest to the Technikon to be put back on display.    
The Museum of Classical Archaeology at the UKZN is directly linked with the Classics 
Department and as such the implementation of the post-1994 educational reform would have 
had some effect on the classical antiquities collection. After 1994 all educational institutions 
were required to adapt and change according to the new ideologies of the country. Towards 
the end of 1994 the Admission of Advocates Act (No. 55 of 1994) amended the Admission of 
Advocates Act (No. 74 of 1964), abolishing the Latin requirement for lawyers. According to 
Lambert (2011: 57) “almost overnight departments of Classics at South African universities 
experienced sharp falls in enrolments […]. Staff were deployed elsewhere or retrenched, and 
some departments eventually closed altogether”. The Classics Department (and by extension 
the Museum of Classical Archaeology) at the UKZN suffered from efforts to close down the 
Classics Department and later to relocate the museum to a smaller locale. The Department 
and Museum both survived, though, as discussed in Chapter 4, the department lost some 
teaching space and staff members (Masters forthcoming).  
In order to further investigate the effect that the heritage policy may have had on the 
collection housed at UKZN, I analysed the purchases, donations and loans that were made 
from 1976-2013 (figure 19)
22
.   
  
                                               
22 The information provided in figure 19 was comprised from the Museum of Classical Archaeology register as 
well as the more than 300 UKZN entries in the FileMaker Pro 12 database.  
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  YEAR PURCHASE DONATION LOAN UNKNOWN 
1976 1 0 0 0 
1978 0 0 0 0 
1979 0 0 0 0 
1980 3 0 0 0 
1981 0 0 1 0 
1982 2 1 0 0 
1983 3 0 0 0 
1984 1 0 0 0 
1985 1 0 0 0 
1986 1 1 3 0 
1987 2 0 0 0 
1988 0 0 8 0 
1989 0 0 271 0 
1990 0 2 2 0 
1991 1 0 0 0 
1992 1 0 0 0 
1993 0 0 0 0 
1994 1 0 0 1 
1995 1 0 0 1 
1996 1 0 0 1 
1997 1 0 0 0 
1998 0 0 2 0 
1999 3 2 0 0 
2000 3 0 1 2 
2001 0 0 28 0 
2002 0 0 0 0 
2003 0 0 0 0 
2004 5 0 0 0 
2005 2 0 0 0 
2006 0 0 0 3 
2007 2 0 0 0 
2008 1 0 0 0 
2009 0 0 0 0 
2010 0 0 0 0 
2011 0 0 0 0 
2012 0 0 0 0 
2013 0 0 0 0 
 
From the museum‟s inception in 1976 until 1994, 21 artefacts were permanently added to the 
museum‟s collection (i.e. excluding loans); however, that exact number of the artefact 
additions can also be counted for the years 1995-2013 (ie. post-transformation)
23
. The 18 
years before and after transformation therefore have an equal number of permanent additions 
to the museum‟s collection. Analysing these figures further, one can see that from 1976-1994 
there were 17 purchases and 4 donations; while from 1995-2013 there were 19 purchases and 
                                               
23 The reason that only the purchases and donations were considered is that these two categories illustrate the 
gradual increase, over 32 years, of the museum‟s permanent collection.  
Figure 19: A timeline illustrating an approximate amount of purchases, loans and donations per year from 
1976-2013 at the Museum of Classical Archaeology.  
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only 2 donations. The decrease in donations from 4 to 2 is not significant enough to attribute 
a general lack of interest in personal classical collections as the reason behind the decrease of 
donations made post-1994. The slight increase in purchases over the last 18 years is also not 
significant.  
When examining the loans figures, it can be seen that 250 artefacts were loaned in 1989. The 
origins and composition of the loans were the following: Natural History Museum (86 
artefacts), Local History Museum (147 artefacts), private collectors (1 artefact) and the 
Technikon Natal (37 artefacts) respectively
24
. It is uncertain the reason that the Local History 
Museum and the Natural History Museum would loan such a significant amount of artefacts 
to the Museum of Classical Archaeology in 1989. As Masters (forthcoming) hypothesised, 
the reasons could be attributed to a possible decline of interest in the collections of classical 
antiquities in city museums. In the late 1980s the political and ideological landscape had 
already begun to shift, with the negotiations culminating in the unbanning of the ANC and 
the release of Nelson Mandela in 1990. A shift in the direction of Afrocentric displays at the 
cost of Eurocentric displays therefore may have been in play in the late 1980‟s and could 
have led to the loans. Yet since it has been difficult to find any records relating to the 
artefacts of the Natural History Museum or the Local History Museum, the histories of these 
collections are unclear and the hypothesis can neither be proven nor disproven.  
6.3.2 The Iziko collection in Cape Town 
Since both of the Durban collections are attached to tertiary institutions, the state-funded 
public museum: the South African Museum (now part of Iziko) in Cape Town again presents 
as a point of comparison
25
. Masters (forthcoming) has described the impact of the post-1994 
shifts in policy on the classical collection first belonging to the SAM and then the SACHM.  
In 1998 the Southern Flagship Institution was formed from the merging of a variety of 
heritage institutions in the Western Cape and in 2001 the Southern Flagship Institution was 
renamed Iziko Museums of Cape Town (Masters forthcoming). The antiquities in the South 
African Cultural History Museum were removed from the museum after it reverted to being 
the Slave Lodge – and with this change the SACHM ceased to exist.  
                                               
24 These include artefacts that were loaned to the Museum of Classical Archaeology of which some have been 
returned. Therefore not all artefacts discussed in this section remain at the UKZN. 
25 The section on the SAM will remain brief as it will be explored in more detail in the broader Thuthuka 
project.  
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During 2003-2006, the displays in the Slave Lodge were reorganised to focus mostly on the 
history of slavery – until this point a neglected history - and consequently there was no space 
to exhibit the Greek and Roman collections. The classical antiquities were moved to storage 
in order to create space for the new slavery exhibit.  
6.3.3 Conclusions 
From investigating the histories of both the classical antiquities collections in Durban in 
relation to the events that were taking place in South Africa, it has become evident that the 
DUT collection was minimally (if at all) affected by the changes in the heritage policy. 
Similarly, while the Classics Department at the UKZN was in some ways affected by the 
country-wide changes in educational reform, the collection of artefacts in the Museum of 
Classical Archaeology were not adversely affected. It can be speculated in fact that the 
UKZN collection benefited from the shifts in thinking since this may have resulted in the 
loans from other city museums. As a point of comparison, unlike the two Durban collections, 
the state-funded Iziko Museum‟s classical antiquities collection is one of the 17 museums of 
the Thuthuka research project that has in fact experienced repercussions of the heritage 
transformation in South Africa. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
The aim of this thesis was to conduct a comprehensive study on the collections of classical 
antiquities housed at the Museum of Classical Archaeology, UKZN and the DUT. The study 
was intended to establish a way in which the data and histories of the two collections could 
be preserved and made accessible for future research. Furthermore this study aimed to trace 
the journeys, reception and current statuses of the collections and to determine whether their 
collection was influenced by Eurocentric ideologies and whether they have been influenced 
by heritage transformation that took place in South Africa post-1994.  
7.1 Research conclusions 
The research process undertaken for this thesis was divided into three stages. The first stage 
involved the active collection and data input for the classical antiquities collections at the 
DUT and the UKZN evident in chapter 3. The first step in this stage entailed visiting each site 
and recording each collection photographically, and gathering all the available information 
over several months. The following step in the first stage was to record the information in a 
reliable digital database for the prosperity of the collections. The aim of the digital database 
was to provide an easily accessible and reliable database that will, to some extent, preserve 
the current status of the collections as well as make the information readily available to 
current and future scholars. A template from FileMaker Pro 12 was designed specifically for 
these artefacts to display all the information of each entry on one single page alongside an 
image of the object. This data input process took a total of approximately 4-6 months to 
complete in its entirety; and was successful at achieving its stated aims towards digital 
preservation.  
The second stage involved an investigation into the collection practices and acquisition 
history of the artefacts. It involved analysing the background of the artefacts and looked 
specifically at how they were attained and for what purpose. This process additionally 
provided an assessment of their current status at each location. As was highlighted in chapter 
4, the smaller collection at the DUT was donated in 1948 by American consulate John 
Corrigan. Although a timeline of the history of this collection could be constructed from the 
available notes, it did not offer much deep insight into who the donor was and why the 
collection was donated to the DUT. While the records highlighted the travel of the collection 
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from the DUT to UKZN and the status of the artefacts at DUT during its early years, there is 
little detailed information concerning the history of these 36 artefacts. This collection was 
placed in storage at the DUT art gallery in 2013.  
Although the collection at the Museum of Classical Archaeology was larger than the 
collection at the DUT, the investigation into the collection practices and acquisition history of 
the artefacts was, to some extent, simplified by an existing register. The information collected 
on these artefacts was gathered from three main sources, namely: the description cards that 
were placed in the display case, the physical register and through a select few articles in the 
Akroterion and Scholia journals that referenced some objects evident in chapter 4. The start 
of the journey of the collection has been traced back to 1975/1976 with the purchase of the 
first classical artefact: the Athenian black-figure band cup, and was marked as the first item 
in the museum register. Although the beginning of the register provides details on each 
artefact, after approximately 19 pages these details lessen and disappear altogether; after 
which the register entries only contain the artefact type and its accession number.  
The back of the register book contains information on the loaned items that were (and still 
are) in the museums possession. The loaned artefacts were from institutions such as the Local 
History Museum, Natural Science Museum, the Durban Art Gallery, Natural History 
Museum and loans made by private collectors. While 130 artefacts were placed on display in 
the museum, a further 219 were placed in storage and, as a personal evaluation, only 
approximately 52 artefacts in the storage collection are truly worth displaying. The collection 
that was on display was linked to the appropriate information in the register, with the aid of 
the description cards, yet the challenge faced with this collection was attempting to link each 
and every artefact with a specific accession number. Unfortunately in some cases this was not 
possible as the numbers written on the artefact itself had either worn away or was marked 
illegibly. The journey of each artefact into the possession of the museum is unique and the 
current status of the collection is that it remains on display for the public in the Department of 
Classics. 
The third and final stage of the thesis, chapters 5 and 6, involved an investigation into the 
possible influence of the heritage policy on the journeys and current status of the artefacts. 
Chapter 5 began by exploring the relationship between Eurocentrism, the European ideal and 
classics in Europe; as a result it highlights that classicism was, for the most part, associated 
with high social status throughout Europe and that collecting classical antiquities was a way 
in which to physically display elite status. Subsequently, the arrival of classics at the Cape 
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and the South African relationship with classical artefacts is investigated in order to establish 
the effect of colonial ideologies. The chapter explored the arrival of classics during the 
colonial era as well as the status of classics in South Africa pre-1994. The initial arrival is 
linked with two prominent ideologies of the Europeans: firstly that an education in classical 
cultures was imperative for high societal status as they saw the ancient Greeks and Romans 
as the epitome of culture, and therefore aspired to understand and relate to them; and 
secondly that as a result of this classical education and high status associated with classics it 
promoted Eurocentrism.  
The chapter established that this practised Eurocentrism permitted colonialists to enforce a 
European culture on those who were colonised and as a result brought classics to the Cape 
through colonisation. Furthermore, chapter 5 identified that classics arrived in South Africa 
during the colonial period initially in the form of classical names for African slaves and later 
in classical languages taught in colonial established schools. Classicism was further 
expressed through the construction of architecture that was designed to represent an 
amalgamation of classical and present-European architecture. As a result of the introduction 
and exposure of classics in the Cape via the colonialists, there has been a lingering negative 
association with the study of classics in South Africa and the painful past of the domination 
of the African peoples.  
Chapter 6 addresses the recent post-apartheid South Africa and its shift in ideological focus 
from the primarily Eurocentric history to Afrocentric heritage. The heritage transformation 
that occurred in South Africa after the fall of apartheid had a major influence on museum 
institutions. As a result of the new bills and the Legacy Project, the museums were redirected 
towards promoting African heritage. These museums were therefore encouraged to shed their 
predominantly Eurocentric identities in favour of promoting the new Afrocentric heritages.  
One of the museums that represents the impact of the new heritage policy is the SAM whose 
classical antiquities collection was placed in storage in order to accommodate a Slavery 
Exhibition. While the effect of the shift in the new heritage policy was experienced in most 
museums across the country, other collections such as the DUT and UKZN collection 
remained unaffected by the countrywide changes. Only in the case of the UKZN was the 
locale of the collection under threat when the department was forced to reduce in size. As the 
aim of the broader Thuthuka project is to investigate the extent to which all classical 
collections were affected by the heritage policy, the conclusions drawn in this thesis therefore 
only represent three of the 17 collections, the results state that: the DUT was unaffected by 
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the countrywide changes; the UKZN locale was indirectly affected and the SAM 
collection was directly affected by the heritage transformation. The problems with 
classics in South Africa (as discussed above) remain a concern with regards to the 
exposure and interest of classical antiquities displays in museums. It would seem that the 
two Durban collections are to a certain extent protected by the university environment 
while state institutions, such as the SAM, have had to conform to the political changes 
that were occurring throughout the country at the time.  
The reconstruction and understanding of new South African heritages and identities has been 
placed at the forefront of the country‟s reinvention and unification. The process of 
decolonisation and national unification is ongoing. Most likely, there is a lack of interest in 
the classics in South Africa in general due to the fact that re-inventing the South African 
identity has taken precedence, the need to come to peace with a violent past has become the 
primary objective. To a certain degree, classics is still perceived alongside Eurocentric 
ideologies and, according to Lambert, there is indeed an existing reluctance for black students 
to learn a discipline in which the coloniser was educated (Lambert 2011: 93). The problem 
may lie in the inability of classics departments to make themselves relevant to a modern post-
transformation South Africa. Also, although Greek and Latin languages are still studied at 
universities they have become less applicable in the working world. The requirement for 
Latin to study law has fallen away; and the interest in these languages (for the most part) had 
declined (and then stabilised in recent years). Classics has been removed from the curricula 
from most secondary educational institutions. The first exposure that most South Africans 
might receive to classics is at a tertiary education level; at which starting to learn an ancient 
language or about ancient cultures simply for pleasure may seem unappealing. These factors 
combined contribute to a declining interest in classical antiquity and by extension, in classical 
collections in South Africa. 
The closing thought on classics in South Africa comes from Lambert, who accurately 
states that if the “study of the classics remains mired in the various –isms (e.g. 
colonialism and nationalism) attendant upon the history of the reception and 
transmission of the discipline in this country, then the discipline will continue to be the 
preserve of a „white enclave‟ and the studia humanitatis, in particular the study of the 
classics, will be truly on their deathbed” (Lambert 2011: 132). 
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7.2 Implications of the study 
The present study on the two Durban collections reveals that the process of heritage 
transformation post-1994 did not have as big an effect on these two collections as was 
originally anticipated. It is important to fully explore the accuracy of the hypothesis by 
investigating all classical antiquities collections in the country. For this reason, the research 
outcomes on the two Durban collections of classical antiquities will serve as a component in 
the larger Thuthuka research project. Future research on this project will similarly include 
cataloguing and recording the other South African classical collections in a reliable digital 
database and analysis of the available information on each collection. Future investigation 
will provide more information as to how and to what extent the collections may have been 
influenced by collecting ideologies and post-1994 heritage transformation.    
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